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Glossary

balaphone (Manding) a West African percussion instrument; 
an ancestor of the xylophone

baraka (Arabic) blessing

dhikr (Arabic) reciting a series of short phrases in praise of God

djembe (Manding) a West African drum made from hard-
wood and goatskin

djinn (Arabic) spirit beings in Islam; can be benevolent or 
mischievous

haram (Arabic) forbidden by Islamic law

hijab (Arabic) a veil that covers the head and chest; worn by 
many Muslim women

jihad (Arabic) holy struggle; often seen as a call to arms

kora (Manding) a West African harp-lute with twenty-one 
strings

marabout (French from Arabic) a teacher of Islam

mujahid (plural: mujahidin) (Arabic) warrior
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ngoni (Manding) a West African guitar with four strings;  
an ancestor of the banjo

qadi (Arabic) judge

Qur’an (Arabic) Islam’s main religious text, which Muslims 
believe to be a revelation from God

sharia (Arabic) Islamic law

Sufism (Arabic) a mystical branch of Islam

Sura (Arabic) a chapter of the Qur’an

tarikh (Arabic) a history or chronicle

timbakewen (Tamasheq) those who guard objects
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1

Ali

1

I lie on my front on the crest of the dune. The sand is hot against 
my chest, the goatskin satchel tight against my shoulders. I take 
a deep breath and pull a fold of my turban up over my nose and 
mouth. The newly washed fabric smells sweet, like victory.

“Are you filming?”
Omar holds up my phone and presses a button. “Now I am.”
My mission is simple.
Descend the dune. Cross the wadi. Scale the wall. Smite the enemy.
“Go with God, Ali,” whispers Omar in my ear. “Think of 

your namesake at the Battle of Badr.”
I stand up and sprint down the dune, the sand sliding away 

beneath me. Lion of God with the strength of God. There is no one 
like Ali, and there is no sword like Zulfiqaar. Fast and light on the 
balls of my feet, I skitter sideways down the slope, all the way to 
the bottom. The dry riverbed lies before me, a jagged scar bisect-
ing the desert. I speed up, shorten my stride, and leap.
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Reach with the arms, pedal with the legs, land with a roll.
Perfect.
The next challenge is the wall. I drop into a crouch and reach 

over my shoulder into the goatskin satchel. Cord in the left hand. 
Claw in the right. Eyes on the parapet.

Five years of shepherding in the desert is good training for a 
warrior of God. If you can protect your sheep, you can protect 
your brothers. If you can master yourself, you can master an 
enemy. If you can kill the lion that threatens your flock, you can 
kill an infidel. If you can make your staff fly high and straight to 
knock down a baobab fruit, you can make a metal claw fly high 
and straight as well.

I take a deep breath and feel its weight in my right hand. 
Then I swing my arm and let it fly.

Up it floats, and hooks itself neatly over the top of the wall, 
as I knew it must. Alhamdulillah!

With my hands on the rope and my bare feet pressing against 
the hot concrete bricks, I climb. A mujahid is weightless. He is 
all spirit. With God’s help he can scale a high wall in a second.

At the top I reach over my shoulder and take out a second 
length of rope. I tie it to the hook, and rappel down the far side 
of the wall.

I have breached the defenses of the camp. On my right, two 
large termite mounds stand on guard. On my left, two sacks of 
bambara beans sleep deeply. I reach over my shoulder one last 
time and draw from my satchel a pistol and a hand grenade.

Call on Ali, who is able to bring about the extraordinary. O Ali! 
O Ali! O Ali!

I line up the pistol sights and fire two bullets into the bean 
sacks. Then I pull the grenade pin with my teeth and lob the 
deadly fruit toward the termite mounds.
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BOOM.
The rock quakes under my feet. Fragments of termite 

mound descend like rain. The enemies of God have been van-
quished.

“God is great!” cries Redbeard, striding into view around  
the side of the wall. He claps his leathery hands and a grin 
spreads all over his desert-hardened face. Behind him come 
Omar, Rashid, Hilal, Hamza, and the rest of the Brothers. 
Omar’s eyes behind his thick glasses look bigger than ever. He  
is still filming.

“Forty-five seconds!” declares Redbeard, holding up his 
watch. “You, Ali, are my champion infiltrator.”

“Thank you, master.”
“Behold the infidels,” chuckles Redbeard, bending over the 

bambara-bean sacks and slipping a finger into one of the bullet 
holes. “I don’t suppose this one will ever eat pork again.”

We laugh obediently.
When Redbeard straightens up, the smile is gone. “Tell me, 

Ali Konana, could you do it if the wall were a little higher? Could 
you hook it?”

“Inshallah, master. God willing.”
“What if it were night, with only half a moon?”
“Yes, master. With God’s help, I could.”

#
After infiltration practice comes target practice.

The fisherboys Hilal and Hamza shinny up the rope onto the 
top of the wall and edge their way along the parapet, setting 
empty tomato paste cans at equal distances. The rest of us fetch 
our weapons from the back of a donkey cart. My AK-47 is 
marked with the same lopsided cross I used to use for my cows. 
We sling the guns across our bodies and follow Redbeard across 
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the shimmering sand toward a distant dune, no longer a ragtag 
group of teenagers but a proud, invincible battalion.

“Who can tell me,” says Redbeard, “why the AK-47 is the 
greatest gun in the world?”

“I know, master,” gasps Omar, his fingertips reaching for the 
sun. “I know, I know.”

“Go on.”
“Easy to strip, easy to clean, easy to fire,” chants Omar. “Spits 

out seven hundred rounds a minute. Never overheats or jams, not 
even in a sandstorm. A child can use it.”

“Even my little brother can use it,” whispers Hilal, “and he’s 
not much bigger than his gun!”

Hamza stares straight ahead, pretending not to have heard, 
but his nostrils twitch like they always do when he is angry. The 
fisherboys are twins, but they are not identical. Not even similar, 
in fact. Hilal is tall and Hamza short. Hilal is the comedian of 
the group and Hamza the thundercloud.

We trudge up the side of the dune and line up along the crest.
“Thirty rounds each on full auto,” barks Redbeard. “Go.”
We shoulder our guns and one by one we rattle off our 

rounds. Hamza is the best marksman of us all—five tins in four 
deafening seconds.

By the time it gets to be my turn, there are no cans left on the 
wall, so Redbeard tells me to pick out a brick instead. I kick off 
my sandals, rest my finger on the trigger, and fire.

In four joyous, bone-rattling seconds, my chosen brick and 
several of its neighbors dissolve to dust.

The other boys take their turns. We only built this wall yes-
terday, and now it looks like one of Hamza’s fishing nets.

Redbeard goes last. With his thirty rounds, he strobes the 
weakened areas of the wall and reduces the entire edifice to a 
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pile of rubble. Some of the boys whoop and slap each other on 
the back.

“Incredible,” I gasp.
“I know,” Omar whispers. “They say he once shot down an 

Algerian helicopter with that rifle.”
The cheering and clapping die down, and now there is anoth-

er noise, an eerie rumbling sound that swells to a boom and then 
to a roar. It sounds like the voice of God himself.

Redbeard puts down his gun and stretches out his arms. “The 
desert is singing!” he cries. “Who can tell me why the desert is 
singing?”

“Our shooting disturbed the dune,” gabbles Omar, forgetting 
to raise his hand. “Billions of sand grains are sliding away from 
the crest, each layer of sand rubbing against the one beneath it 
like a bow against a violin. You can’t see the sandslide but you 
can hear the—”

“Nonsense!” cries Redbeard. “It is joy that makes the desert 
sing. She hears the gunfire of the mujahidin and she knows that 
a new day of faith and justice is about to dawn.”

He glares around him, as if daring anyone to contradict him.
No one does.

#
Lunch is rice and bambara beans, as usual. We crouch in the 
shade, five boys to a bowl. Going sunwise around the circle, we 
take it in turns to palm a clump of rice and beans and raise it to 
our mouths.

Hilal says these beans are from the sack I shot this morning. 
After every mouthful, he clutches his throat and rolls his eyes in 
their sockets, pretending to choke on a bullet. The other boys are 
laughing like hyenas, which only encourages him.

“Peace be upon you,” says a voice behind us.
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Hamza.
“Brother, join us!” says Hilal. “Sit down, if you haven’t al-

ready. I’m never quite sure.”
General cackling from the group.
“I have a message for you,” mutters Hamza.
“Give it,” says Hilal. “I like messages.”
The stocky fisherboy grabs his brother by the hair and knees 

him in the face. “Stop mocking me,” he says.
#

After two o’clock prayers we recite the Qur’an in unison. The 
name of today’s chapter is Al-Anfal. And you did not kill them, 
but it was God who killed them. And you threw not, when you 
threw, but it was God who threw that He might test the believers 
with a good test.

Omar and I learned our Arabic with a marabout back home 
in Goundam. On winter evenings we huddled round the fire in 
his courtyard, twelve small boys with furrowed foreheads and 
flapping tongues, writing and reciting long into the night. The 
firewood never used to last very long. In the early hours of the 
morning the embers glowed dim and the breeze from the Niger 
River made us cringe and shiver. The marabout was never cold, 
of course. Shrouded in a thick cotton blanket, he emerged only 
to correct our pronunciation or to scold us that our ink was too 
watery. He never talked about the Qur’an itself or told us how 
these peculiar Arabic verses might be relevant to our lives. How-
ever many hours we studied, our hearts remained as cold and 
numb as the fingers that clasped our writing boards.

This training camp is not like that. Here the fierce sun warms 
our bodies and the words of the Book warm our hearts. We learn 
about the prophets, peace be upon them, shepherds just like us. 
The Prophet Ibrahim, the father of nations, loved to fill his eyes 
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with sheep and goats. The Prophet Musa walked behind a flock 
for forty years before God sent him to challenge Pharaoh. The 
Prophet Daouda chanted God’s praises with a shepherd’s crook 
in one hand and a slingshot in the other.

The last of the prophets was the Prophet Muhammad, peace 
be upon him, the shepherd who became a warrior. We learn 
about his nights of solitude and prayer on Mount Hira, his visit 
from the angel Jibreel, his zeal to prove to the world that there is 
no god but God. We learn about his friends—Omar, Bilal, Jabir, 
Hilal, Rashid, Iyas, Hamza—courageous in the cause of God 
and utterly devoted to their leader. We learn about Ali, bravest of 
the lot, the Lion of God with the strength of God. Wielding his 
shining scimitar, Zulfiqaar, he protected his master in the thick 
of battle.

When we first arrived at the camp three months ago, Red-
beard gave us new names. He named us after the Prophet’s com-
panions in the hope that we might acquire their bravery and 
devotion.

In our camp, there is no memorization without understand-
ing, no recitation without conviction. Redbeard leads us in dis-
cussion and each boy gets to speak. We talk of God and Satan, 
angels and djinn, presidents and paupers, heroes and villains. We 
talk of battles to be won against disbelief, against the desires of 
the flesh, and against the Malian army.

Those who disbelieved devised plans against you, plans to confine 
you or slay you or drive you away; they devised their plans, but God 
also had arranged a plan; and God is the best of planners!

As we recite those holy words, I realize that I am shivering—
not with cold but with excitement.

#
After recitation, Redbeard makes an announcement.
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“I just received a telephone call, boys. Gao has fallen! The 
Tuaregs invaded this morning, along with one of our Al Qaeda 
battalions, and already they are in full control.”

A cheer goes up. Hilal whips off his turban and throws it in 
the air.

“Kidal and Gao are ours,” says Redbeard. “Timbuktu is next. 
When Timbuktu falls, we will rule the whole Sahara. We will 
return the desert peoples to the worship of the one true God—
and after the desert, the entire world, from where the sun rises to 
where it sets!”

My spirit leaps. Someone in the row behind slaps me on the 
back. This is a golden moment.

“Be warned,” says Redbeard. “Timbuktu is not like those 
other towns. The army garrison is strong and they are expecting 
our invasion. We must be cunning, like serpents.”

A murmur of excitement thrills through the ranks. If our 
master needs cunning, so be it. We will give whatever he asks, 
and more.

“As soon as darkness falls,” says Redbeard, “Alhassan Litni 
will meet us here with one hundred and fifty of his best fighting 
men. As you know, Litni is a Tuareg chief and a courageous 
warrior. In the last ten years he has fought many battles against 
the Malian army and has inflicted heavy losses. I have allowed 
him the honor of commanding this operation.”

I feel a pang of disappointment. I thought Redbeard himself 
would lead us into battle, not that crafty camelman Alhassan Litni.

“Litni will lead you well,” continues Redbeard, “but there is 
one thing that he and his men lack.”

“Soap,” I mutter.
“No!” Redbeard glares at me, and for one heady moment I 

think he is going to strike me. “What Litni’s battalion lacks is 
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stealth. If we are to have the advantage of surprise, I need ten of 
you boys to spearhead a silent invasion. The boys I choose must 
be invisible, inaudible and deadly—like djinn.”

Already there are hands in the air, pleading hands thrust up 
so high that every sinew strains. My hand shoots up as well, 
propelled by God himself.

“They must be strong of limb, fleet of foot, utterly devoted to 
God and to our cause. They must be ready to kill—and to be 
killed.”

Omar’s hand goes up as well. There is not a single boy in this 
battalion who does not long for the glory of martyrdom.

“As I said, ten of you will suffice. I choose”—his pointing 
finger slices through the air—“Hilal, Hamza, Rashid, Malik, 
Bilal, Usman, Zayd, Jabir, Omar, and Ali Konana.”

I want to leap in the air and shout for joy, but that would be 
shameful. I just nod instead.

“Ali, you will do for real tonight what you have done today in 
practice. You will infiltrate the city at dead of night, scale the 
wall of the Sidi el Beckaye Fort, and lead the attack inside the 
enemy’s camp.”

Tonight. Yes, of course. I have seen it in my dreams.
“There will be sentries,” warns Redbeard. “Not termite 

mounds and sacks of beans, but living, breathing, beer-swilling 
infidels with assault rifles. Take no chances, Ali. If a sentry sees 
you, open fire. Otherwise, wait for the rest of your platoon to 
climb up and join you. Wait as long as possible before engaging 
the enemy. Keep your nerve. Surprise is on your side. Ali, Hilal, 
Hamza, Rashid, Jabir, you will rappel down to the ground, fight 
your way across the compound, and open the gates for Litni and 
his men. Malik, Bilal, Usman, Zayd, and Omar, you will stay on 
top of the wall and lay down covering fire.
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“Once the military camp is ours, you will split up and follow 
Litni’s men to the radio station, the police station, and the air-
port. I expect little or no resistance at these sites. By noon tomor-
row, Timbuktu will be ours.

“Go with God, boys. Watch your brothers’ backs, and show 
the enemy no mercy. Peace be upon you.”
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Manuscript 8,467: the tarikh of Sidi Ahmed ben Amar

Sidi Ahmed ben Amar was one of the holy men of Timbuktu. He 
was a teacher at the Sankore Mosque, well known for his love of God 
and his gentle spirit. He had many disciples and they all adored him.

One day, ben Amar accepted a loan from a one-eyed Berabish 
merchant, promising to pay him back in forty days when his salt 
caravan came in from the desert. Forty days came and went, and 
still ben Amar’s salt caravan had not arrived. The merchant went to 
see ben Amar and shook his fist in the saint’s face. “Pay me what you 
owe me!” he cried.

“Be patient, friend,” said the saint. “A man makes plans in his 
heart, but his destiny is in the hands of God. Allow me three more 
days to pay my debt.”

“Twenty-four hours,” said the Berabish, and off he went.
Sidi Ahmed ben Amar went straight to see the chief of Timbuk-

tu and announced to him that God’s power would visit Timbuktu 
that night. The chief told the minstrel, and the minstrel marched 
around town with a big drum. He warned everyone to stay indoors, 
for a miracle was on its way.

That night Sidi Ahmed ben Amar went out into his courtyard 
and spread out his prayer skin under the stars. He closed his eyes, 
leaned forward, and began to pray. What happened next is sung 
about to this day in every nomad camp in the Sahara desert.

A huge slab of salt fell from the sky. It landed next to the spot 
where ben Amar was praying, one big slab and then another.

That’s right, slabs of salt from the sky.
Ben Amar prayed for many hours. Salt fell all around him and 

a great wind battered the roofs of Timbuktu. People cowered in their 
houses, gnashing their teeth and begging Allah for mercy.

The slabs of salt fell so hard and fast that his compound became 
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a vast crater, yet still ben Amar prayed. At three o’clock in the morn-
ing, Halimatu, the saint’s third wife, stripped off her clothing and 
ran outside. She clambered across the slabs of salt to where her hus-
band knelt, and snatched the prayer beads from his hands.

“Stop it!” cried Halimatu. “You’ ll kill us all! Stop it!”
The sight of his naked wife distracted ben Amar from his prayers, 

and the salt stopped falling.
For many months after the miracle, no one in Timbuktu paid 

money for cooking salt or cattle licks. They gathered it free of charge 
in the yard of Sidi Ahmed ben Amar. Even the one-eyed merchant 
went along to beg the saint’s forgiveness—and for some salt.

Today there is a crater behind the Sankore Mosque where Sidi 
Ahmed’s salt slabs landed. It is called the crater of Takaboundou. 
Ben Amar’s tomb stands in the Cemetery of the Three to the south-
west of Timbuktu, and people come from all over Africa to visit the 
shrine and ask for things they need. They do a special, whirling 
dance and they sing these words:

We entreat your blessing, Sidi Ahmed ben Amar,
Son of Sidi el Wafi, son of Sidi el Moctar,
For daily salt we beg thee, Sidi Ahmed ben Amar,
Let the heavens rain down on us.
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Kadija

2

The afternoon is crazy hot, and tempers in the club are fraying.
“Come on, girl, this is a wedding we’re preparing for, not a 

rally,” says Alpha, pointing a balaphone mallet straight at me. 
“Let’s have none of your political songs.”

I am with the band at the La Détente nightclub in Timbuk-
tu, rehearsing music for my friend Tondi’s wedding party in two 
weeks’ time. We perch on stools upon that hallowed stage where 
so many of Mali’s greats have plucked and strummed and sung 
their way to glory: King of the Blues Ali Farka Touré, Salif 
“Golden Voice” Keita, Kandia “La Dangereuse” Kouyaté. One 
day, perhaps, our names will be spoken along with theirs and our 
photos will join theirs on the walls of La Détente. But only if we 
don’t kill each other first.

“‘Alla La Ke’ is not a political song,” I tell him. “It’s a song for 
peace. It’s a heart cry for our country.”

Our country. Over the last few years, a terrible shadow has 
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overtaken us. Our radios relay news of kidnappings, uprisings, 
and assassinations. They talk of dark forces massing in the desert, 
preparing to attack, and now, since last week’s coup, the fear is at 
an all-time high. My father says that Al Qaeda and the Tuaregs 
are working together now. They have control of Kidal, but they 
won’t stop there. They’ll march on Gao—and then on Timbuktu.

“We don’t do political songs,” repeats Alpha, staring me 
down with his sightless eyes.

“It’s not political!” I stab my finger in the air, not that Alpha 
can see it. “If a bird sees a woodcutter coming to chop down the 
tree that holds her nest, and she squawks to alert her family, do 
you call that political?”

“Definitely,” he says.
“You just don’t want to admit you’re wrong,” I snap. “What 

about you, Yusuf? If you and me go swimming naked in the 
Great River and a crocodile gets hold of me and you shout out to 
raise the alarm, is that political?”

Yusuf ’s pupils dilate and his fingertips tighten on the strings 
of his ngoni. “We’ve never done that,” he mutters, and the others 
burst out laughing.

“We’re doing the song,” I tell them flatly. “I’m the leader of 
this group, and I say we’re doing the song.”

#
I walk home with Aisha after band practice, and the millet pound-
ers all around us put rhythm in our step. POK-POK, POK-POK, 
POK-POK-POK, we bob along together in the rosy afternoon.

“You’re cruel to flirt with Yusuf,” says Aisha, taking my hand. 
“You know he’s mad about you.”

“It’s not flirting,” I say. “If you were Fulani, you would un-
derstand. It’s normal for Fulani to tease their cousins.”

“And marry them too,” she says. “Do you love Yusuf?”
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“Only when he’s playing the ngoni. When he stops playing, 
I stop loving him.”

“Well then,” she says, “stop giving him false hope.”
We pass the Well of Old Buktu and take a shortcut through 

the market. The sun is so fierce at this time of year, it burns your 
brain. When I shut my eyes, I see market stalls outlined in blue 
and pink on the insides of my eyelids.

“I like giving him false hope,” I say. “It makes me feel powerful.”
Aisha looks at me sharply, and I manage to keep a straight 

face for all of two seconds before I burst out laughing.
“Girls, come here!” a woman calls. “I’ve got something for you.”
It’s Mama’s friend Halimatu Tal, frying bite-size millet pan-

cakes over a fire. She puts four pancakes in a plastic bag and 
hands the bag to me.

“Thank you, Auntie,” I say, and curtsy.
At the exit to the market, an old woman is bargaining with a 

merchant for a sack of rice.
“Forty thousand francs,” the merchant tells her.
“You’re killing me,” says the woman. “It was thirty last week.”
“And now it’s forty,” says the merchant, unmoved.
“Crazy,” I mutter as we walk on past. “Only the mayor’s wife 

can afford to eat rice at forty thousand a sack.”
“If you want a sack of rice, you should go and sing ‘Alla La 

Ke’ outside the mayor’s gate,” says Aisha. “I hear he likes polit-
ical songs.”

I push her into a passing donkey and she squeals with laughter.
We leave the market by the west gate and amble down Tou-

mani Avenue toward Independence Square. As we pass in front 
of the Sidi Yahya Mosque, my father phones me.

“Come home quick,” he says. “Gao has fallen to the rebels.”
#
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Timbuktu is a slow town, especially in the hot season. People 
saunter. If they are late for something, they stroll. But as the 
news about Gao spreads from tongue to tongue around Indepen-
dence Square, there is striding and even some scurrying. If Gao 
has fallen, Timbuktu is next.

I can’t believe they’ve invaded Gao so fast. My father thought 
it would take weeks, but it’s happened in two days.

I say goodbye to Aisha and cross the square alone. In the 
middle of the square stands a statue of Al Farouk, the great pro-
tector djinni of Timbuktu. “Good luck, Al Farouk,” I murmur 
as I pass. “You’ve got some work to do.”

I turn right up Askia Street and then duck through a mud-
brick archway into our family’s compound.

Marimba is licking a slab of salt in his trough. When he hears 
the creak of his gate, he looks up and whinnies at me.

“Stay away,” I tell him. “I still haven’t forgiven you for what 
you did to me.”

It was more than ten years ago that Marimba kicked me, but 
I’ve never ridden since. If a thing is dangerous, don’t mess with 
it, that’s what I say.

Ignoring Marimba’s liquid gaze, I skirt round the edge of the 
horse enclosure and slip into a narrow gap behind the hay bales. 
In the darkness I feel along the wall until I find what I am look-
ing for, an ancient wooden door with silver rivets. 

Only eight living creatures know about this door—seven 
humans and one horse.

I open the door silently and tiptoe down the mud-brick steps. 
Ever since I was small I have loved the earthy, papery smell of 
this secret vault. The smell of wisdom, Baba calls it.

A paraffin lamp on a table casts an eerie orange glow across 
the walls of the underground chamber. The table, a chair, and a 
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closed bookcase are the only furniture, and the only decoration 
is a seventeenth-century Kabyle musket hanging on the staircase 
wall. Its wooden stock is skillfully inlaid with swirls of ivory, and 
the silver lock plate gleams.

My father is taking manuscripts off bookshelves and stuffing 
them into metal trunks. His back is turned and he jumps when 
he feels my hand on his shoulder.

“Kadija, don’t creep up on me like that.”
“Another power cut, Baba?”
“I’m afraid so.” Lit from beneath by the paraffin lamp, his 

face looks wan and hollow-cheeked.
“Are you moving them out of the vault, Baba?”
“No, I’m simply making them more portable. I do not believe 

the rebels will take Timbuktu. Our army garrison will be too 
strong for them.”

“You said the same about Kidal and Gao.”
“That proves it.” He smiles. “I’m never wrong three times in 

a row. Now stop prattling, girl, and get to work. I want you to 
log these manuscripts for me.”

I sit down at the table and pull the notebook and pencil 
toward me. “April 2012” reads the Arabic script on the cover. 
“New manuscript locations.”

“Stories of the saints,” says Baba, taking a manuscript out of 
the cabinet. “The tarikh of Sidi Ahmed ben Amar.” He lays it in 
the trunk.

“Sidi Ahmed ben Amar,” I repeat, writing in the book. 
“Trunk thirty-two.”

He gathers up another manuscript. “The tarikh of Sidi 
Yahya.”

“Sidi Yahya.”
“The tarikh of Muhammad Fodiri Al-Wangari.”
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“Al-Wangari.”
“The tarikh of Sidi el Beckaye.”
“El Beckaye.”
The only sounds in the vault are the rustling of manuscripts, 

the scuff of pencil on paper, and the singsong recitation of man-
uscript titles. The saintly names subdue our fears and cool our 
blood. They take us back four hundred years to the golden age of 
Timbuktu, an age of noblemen, holy men, and scholars. They 
restore our hearts to peace.

Hours later, in the middle of trunk sixty-five, the sunset 
prayer call jolts us out of our trance and reminds us of the world 
of men above.

My father yawns and stretches. “We are going to need more 
trunks,” he says. “After sunset prayers, I will order twenty more 
from the blacksmith.” He takes out his phone and moves toward 
the steps. 

“Baba, wait,” I say. “How are the rebels treating people in 
Gao and Kidal?”

“Don’t worry so much.” He turns to look at me. “The rebels’ 
quarrel is with the government and the Malian army, not with 
simple people like us.”

“What about the women?” I ask. “Are they—are they threat-
ened?”

Baba starts plucking at his salt-and-pepper beard, and there 
are tears in his eyes. “I will keep you and your mother safe, my 
dear. Do you hear me? I swear I’ll keep you safe.”

He hesitates a moment, then reaches up and lifts his Kabyle 
musket off the wall.

“What are you doing, Baba? You always said that thing was 
just for decoration.”

“It always was,” he says.
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#
Manuscrits. Manuscripts. Dereeje. It doesn’t matter what lan-
guage—manuscripts are not sexy. Look at them lying there, 
thick wads of parchment covered in desert dust and Arabic scrib-
ble. Boring, right?

Wrong. Look closer. Take a manuscript from the shelf and set 
it down in the orange light of the paraffin lamp. As soon as you 
start to decipher the Arabic script, the words will reach up from 
the paper and grab you by the throat. You will start to tremble or 
dance or weep or jump for joy or gnash your teeth or groan or 
ululate or pray, and from that moment on, you will keep coming 
back to the manuscripts every day of your life.

What is written in these precious books?
Ha.
Astronomy so powerful it will bend your mind and give you 

vertigo. History so vivid you can taste the blood in your mouth. 
Love poems so passionate that your heart will beat out of your 
chest. God-talk so wild it will light up your face like the archan-
gel Jibreel himself.

Magic too. Be careful, now. Imam Wangari says that a single 
word from the wrong manuscript will summon a djinni strong 
enough to pick you up, throw you across the room, and slam you 
into the wall so hard that every bone in your spine will shatter 
like a clay bead.

They are worth protecting, these manuscripts. That’s why the 
owners of private manuscript collections are called timbakewen, 
Guardians. When the firstborn son of a Guardian turns seven-
teen, he swears a solemn oath and becomes a Guardian himself. 
If there is no son, a daughter may take the oath. Which is good 
news for me, of course.

My seventeenth birthday is still two years away, but I think 
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about it all the time. I cannot wait to take the oath and become 
a Guardian. Just think of it: two thousand manuscripts in my 
care! I will cherish every single one.

Local wisdom of Timbuktu #1: Learn to ride fast, 
shoot high, and swim deep. But above all, learn to 
read wide.

#
Timbuktu is dark tonight. The electricity has not yet come back on.

Baba drives a wooden pole into the middle of our courtyard 
and uses twists of wire to attach a battery-powered fluorescent 
light. The makeshift lamppost casts a circle of harsh white light, 
in which we arrange a dozen chairs and three large mats.

As the head of one of Timbuktu’s oldest families, Baba has 
been an elder for as long as I can remember, and tonight he is 
hosting an emergency elders meeting. The elders used to meet at 
the town hall in Independence Square, but the threat of invasion 
has made the mayor nervous. He wants to have the meeting as 
close as possible to the military camp. He thinks it’s safer here.

First to arrive is Baba’s brother Uncle Abdel, who lives next 
door to us. He is Chief Librarian at the Ahmad Baba Library, 
and we see him every day. The other elders arrive on motorbikes: 
twelve heads of families, three imams, and some officials from 
the mayor’s office. The place of honor, a comfortable basket chair, 
goes to the mayor himself. Like Sundiata, Lion King of Mali, he 
sits imperious in gold-embroidered robes.

The only person I don’t recognize is the thin one with his 
shirt tucked into his trousers. I hear Baba introduce him to the 
others as Albert Sanon, the new headmaster of the school. Newly 
arrived from Bamako, poor man.

I squat on a small stool by the kitchen door, using the light in 
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the courtyard to pick weevils out of a bucket of millet flour. No 
one pays me any attention, apart from Uncle Abdel, who raises 
his eyebrows in greeting.

Imam Cissé raps the ground three times with his ebony walk-
ing stick to bring the meeting to order. “News from the nomads,” 
he says. “Redbeard’s battalion has taken up their position in the 
desert to the north of the city. A Tuareg battalion is riding to 
meet them.”

The mayor puffs out his cheeks. “Has the army been in-
formed?” he asks.

“Of course.”
“And the men are ready?”
The imam hesitates. “They are hunkered down inside the 

fort,” he says. ‘They won’t admit it, but they are terrified of Red-
beard. And they haven’t been paid these last three months.”

A long silence follows. We’re done for. Our army garrison is 
hiding in their camp, and Timbuktu is open for the taking. It 
looks like Baba was wrong again.

Monsieur Sanon, the new headmaster, clears his throat. “For-
give me,” he says. “Who is this Redbeard person?”

“A preacher,” says the mayor. “The sort of preacher who 
shakes his fist a lot.”

“His real name is Ould Hamaha,” adds Imam Cissé. “Stud-
ied the Qur’an right here in Timbuktu and then in Mauritania. 
When he returned from Mauritania, he visited me at my mosque 
and asked me to grant him a preaching license for Timbuktu. At 
first I was impressed with him. He was a handsome young man 
and fiercely intelligent. He talked very elegantly about purity and 
law. But then he began to talk about killing.”

“Killing infidels?”
“Not just infidels. Muslims. He told me that anyone who 
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commits adultery should be put to death, as should anyone who 
abandons the five daily prayers. I said to him at the time: “If your 
ideas catch on, Ould, we’ll have to exterminate a third of the 
population of Timbuktu.”

“What did he say to that?”
“‘Kill a third to reform two thirds.’ Those were his exact 

words. I thought he was joking until I looked at his face. And 
then I told him straight: ‘Ould Hamaha, you will never preach 
at any of the mosques in Timbuktu, as long as I remain imam.’”

“Was that the last you saw of him?”
“For many years, yes. Rumor had it that he was traveling in 

Pakistan and Algeria, undergoing military training in special 
camps, and making contact with Salafist preachers and jihadists. 
In Mauritania the mujahidin called him Akka, like the letters 
AK in French.”

“Automat Kalashnikov,” explains Baba, noticing the school 
teacher’s blank stare. “It’s an assault rifle, favorite weapon of ji-
hadists all over the world.”

“I see.”
“By the time Redbeard came back to Mali, he was angrier and 

more dangerous than ever. Well funded too. He founded a bat-
talion called the Defenders of Faith, and he started touring the 
villages of the north, preaching and recruiting. He knows our 
young men are bored, so he offers them excitement and adven-
ture. He knows they are confused, so he gives them meaning and 
purpose. He knows they are angry, so he gives them an enemy  
to hate. And he also gives their parents cold, hard cash. Young 
men are flocking to join his battalion and we can’t do a thing 
about it.”

We can’t do a thing about it. Just my luck to be born in Tim-
buktu, a city of malnourished soldiers and toothless old men. 
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What chance do they have against the youth and passion of the 
mujahidin? None at all.

I pick another weevil out of the millet flour and squeeze it 
between finger and thumb until I hear it pop.

#
An hour later the food is ready.

There are four serving bowls: one for the steaming slabs of 
millet, one for the baobab-leaf sauce, one for drinking water, and 
one for hand-washing water.

“We’ll carry two each,” Mama tells me. “Do your humblest 
walk, and make sure you curtsy when you set the bowls down.”

We take the bowls out, place them on the ground in the 
middle of the circle, and retreat to the kitchen.

Mama shines her flashlight in my face. “What was that?” 
she says.

“That was my humble walk.”
“You looked like a constipated duck.”
“Sorry, Mama. I don’t really have a humble walk.”
“You don’t have a humble anything, Kadija.” She scrapes 

some leftover millet and sauce into a bowl, and we squat to eat. 
“Don’t look so glum,” she says. “Timbuktu is not going to be 
attacked.”

“How do you know?”
“It’s obvious,” she says. “Now that the rebels have Kidal and 

Gao, they won’t want to spread themselves too thin. Besides, 
they would be insane to attack such a famous city. Everybody in 
the world has heard of Timbuktu.”

“Yes, but most people think it’s—” I break off, not wanting 
to upset her.

“Most people think it’s what?”
“They think it’s an imaginary place.”
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There. I’ve said it.
Mama’s hand stops abruptly on its way to her mouth. “Don’t 

talk nonsense, Kadija. Timbuktu is the best-known city in Africa.”
“It isn’t, Mama. Aisha looked up Timbuktu in her English 

dictionary, and it just said, ‘Any far-off place.’”
Mama’s eyes widen. For a moment I think she is going to 

cry, but instead her face goes hard and proud. “Aisha Diabaté is 
an ignorant girl. It’s no surprise to me that her book is ignorant 
as well.”

She clicks her tongue in her cheek to signal the end of the 
conversation.

“If Timbuktu does fall,” I persist, “do you think we—”
“Timbuktu will not fall,” snaps Mama, “but I’ll tell you what 

will happen. All this fear and confusion will drive the price of 
food sky high. Tomorrow you and I will pay a visit to the tomb 
of Sidi Ahmed ben Amar. We will dance there and pray for 
God’s provision.”

“Or we could just buy a sack of millet before the price goes 
up,” I say.

“Don’t be impertinent,” she snaps.
I’m not trying to be impertinent. And I don’t even mind 

visiting the tombs of the saints. I just don’t like going with Mama. 
To see her dance, you would think she was being attacked by 
bees.

Wisdom of Timbuktu #2 : To receive the blessings 
of the saints, visit the tombs of the saints. Shrine 
time is never wasted.

When the elders have left, we go to the Sidi Yahya Mosque in 
Independence Square for night prayers. Mama and I usually do 
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night prayers at home, but tonight is different. There is special 
power in communal prayer, Baba says.

Other people’s fathers must have said the same thing because 
Independence Square is full of families—a million moonlit wor-
shippers flip-flopping toward the mosque.

As we enter the Sidi Yahya compound, Mama nudges me and 
points to a closed door on the left side of the mosque. It is an 
ancient Timbuktu door, like the door of our manuscript vault, 
but its silver rivets are shaped like crescents and stars. The Door 
of Heaven, we call it.

Back in the days when tourists still came to Timbuktu, the 
Door of Heaven was a big attraction. I used to watch them as 
they stood in front of it with their rucksacks and their sunburned 
noses, chortling stupidly, and daring each other to open it. But 
that’s the thing. No one can open the Door of Heaven, however 
hard they try. There is not even a handle. Imam Cissé says that 
the Door of Heaven will stay firmly closed until the return of the 
Prophet Isa and the end of time itself.

“See that, Kadi?” Mama whispers, looping an arm round my 
waist. “It’s not the end of the world. Not just yet.”

I kick off my sandals outside the mosque and take my place 
with the other women at the back of the congregation. “Allahu 
Akbar! ” groans Imam Cissé in the front row, and the ritual 
begins.

We stand.
We bow.
We lean forward until the crisscross weave of the prayer mat 

prints itself on our foreheads.
It’s hot inside the mosque. The sun set two hours ago, but the 

heat of the day still radiates from the mud-brick walls and col-
umns. As I straighten up from my first prostration, a bead of 
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perspiration forms on the nape of my neck and trickles slowly 
down my back.

In the row in front of me, a little girl is praying. She has a 
special prayer cushion inscribed with the seven sacred verses of 
Al-Fatiha, but she is having trouble reading from it and kneeling 
on it at the same time. Back and forth she bobs and squirms, and 
her prayers are interspersed with little whimpers of frustration.

After the last prayer cycle, we kneel with our hands on our 
thighs and recite the Tashahhud. “Peace be upon us,” we say, 
“and upon those who are righteous servants of Allah.” I screw my 
eyes tight shut and press my fingernails into the palm of my 
hand. “Peace be upon us,” I mutter under my breath. “Please, 
Lord.” By the end of prayer time, I am truly praying.

Prayer is like that. When you start off, you hear only your 
own heartbeat. By the end, you hear only His.

At the end of the service, Imam Cissé hobbles to the front 
with his prayer beads and his ebony walking stick. When he 
picks up the microphone, a blast of feedback screams from the 
amp behind him. There are yelps of alarm all over the mosque. 
We are on edge and we know it.

The old imam frowns and steps away from the amp.
“Timbuktu has been invaded before,” he says. “In the course 

of history, our great city has been invaded six times. It was invad-
ed by the sultan of Mossi, by Sunni Ali, by Pasha Zarqun, by 
Askia Muhammad, by Sultan Al-Mansur of Marrakech, and by 
Marshal Joffre. Each time, Timbuktu survived. You know as 
well as I do that the soul of Timbuktu is not in its city walls, its 
buildings, or its institutions. The soul of Timbuktu is in the 
writings of its scholars, the tombs of its saints, and the worship 
of its God. People come and people go, but the soul of Timbuk-
tu remains untouched. Remember God, my sons and daughters, 
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and do not let worry gain a foothold. Sleep well and rise for 
morning prayers with a smile on your lips, whatever the day 
might bring.”

People come and people go.
Imam Cissé means well, of course. He is trying to encourage 

us. He is trying to help us see things in perspective. But when I 
leave the mosque, my knees are shaking, and I can’t for the life 
of me remember which step I left my sandals on.

#
In the month of April it is too hot to sleep in the bedroom, or 
anywhere inside the house. My parents sleep in the open air in 
the middle of the courtyard and I sleep on the flat earthen roof 
of the house. A tree trunk leaning at forty-five degrees leads from 
the courtyard up to the roof, with twelve deep notches for steps.

I fetch a light cotton wraparound from my bedroom and half 
fill a bucket from the water barrel in the kitchen. I balance the 
bucket on my head, say good night to Mama and Baba, and 
scoot up the tree-trunk staircase two notches at a time.

“I don’t like Kadi sleeping up there on her own,” I hear Mama 
say. “Maybe she should sleep in the vault tonight.”

“With only one exit and a wall of hay in front of the door? 
No, my dear, that roof is the safest place in the house. If any 
fighting breaks out, we’ll go running up there to join her, just 
you wait!”

Their voices fade away as I carry my bucket to the far side of 
the roof and set it down. Squatting naked under the stars, I use 
a gourd to tip cool water over my head and back.

I can’t help glancing down into the compound next door, 
where dark figures crouch round a bowl of food: Uncle Abdel, 
Aunt Juma, dear cousin Kamisa. Yusuf too. I recognize the sleek 
curves of his ngoni, still slung across his back.
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I wring the water from my hair, dip my cotton wraparound 
in what remains of the water, and go to my millet-stalk mat.

Wisdom of Timbuktu #3: Go to bed with a wet 
cotton sheet across your body, and rewet it through-
out the night. It’s the only way you will get any sleep.

Some nights I make up songs. With the stars so near, the 
words and music come easily.

Some nights I smuggle a manuscript to bed and pore over it 
by the light of a paraffin lamp.

Some nights I talk to Aisha on the phone, and we whoop and 
gossip at three francs a minute until our credit runs out.

I decide to ring Aisha, but neither of us is in the mood for 
whooping. She is worried about her cousins in Gao. She has been 
trying to ring them, but the phone network there is down.

“Don’t worry,” I tell her. “Baba says the rebels won’t harm 
civilians. The only people in danger are Malian soldiers.”

“OK.”
There is a long silence. In the stars above me, Ali the warrior 

brandishes his sword and shield.
“My mother is cross with you,” I say, “because your dictio-

nary thinks Timbuktu is ‘any far-off place.’”
Aisha sighs. “Right now I wish it wasn’t a real place. No 

rebels, no fear, no stress, just a beautiful mythical city in the 
middle of the desert.”

“A city paved with gold?”
“Solid gold. And me, a beautiful mythical Timbuktu prin-

cess with tortoiseshell hair extensions and a mysterious tattoo on 
my shoulder. And you, one of my mythical serving maids, almost 
beautiful, but not quite.”
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“Almost beautiful, but not quite!” I burst out laughing. “In 
that case I shall be almost loyal, but not quite. I shall run away 
in the middle of the night with all your mythical jewels.”

Aisha hoots. “See if I care! You can’t sell mythical jewels, girl, 
and you can’t wear them either.”

“Kadi!” My father’s voice rises from the courtyard below. 
“Who’s up there with you?”

“Baba, please, I’m on the phone!” I shout.
Two rapid beeps and Aisha is gone. My credit has run out and 

I am alone beneath the stars.
#

Midnight, and I still can’t sleep. I sit on the balustrade at the 
edge of the roof and gaze out over the roofs of Timbuktu.

Down below me is Askia, a wide street named after one of 
Mali’s greatest warriors. It is the oldest street in Timbuktu, with 
the vast mud-brick ramparts of the Djinguereber Mosque at its 
northern end and the whitewashed buildings of Independence 
Square to the south. This time last week, the street glowed with 
the embers of a hundred charcoal stoves—huddles of men and 
women drinking sweet tea and telling improbable stories. To-
night there is no glow. The people of Timbuktu are all at home, 
a-praying in their beds.

The Sidi el Beckaye Fort is set well back from the road on 
the edge of the city. Its walls loom high and impenetrable. Out 
of the corner of my eye, I sense a flicker of movement against 
the wall.

I shut my eyes for a few seconds to adjust them to darkness. 
When I open them again, the shape is still there. It is a man, or 
maybe a boy, dressed all in black, with a small rucksack high on 
his shoulders. He scurries along the base of the high wall, moving 
quickly and quietly on the balls of his feet.
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As I watch, the boy crouches down and reaches into his back-
pack. He straightens up quickly and wheels his arms as if fling-
ing something high into the air.

A slither and a quiet clink, and I realize what is happening. I 
tie my wrap across my body and run to tell my parents.

“Wake up,” I hiss. “There’s someone outside the military 
camp. He threw some sort of hook. I think he’s going to climb 
the wall.”

“I’m coming.” Baba’s voice rises from the darkness. “I’ll be 
right there.”

By the time I get back to the edge of the roof, the shadow is 
already halfway up the wall and climbing fast.

This is not how I thought it would start. I had expected to see 
flashes of mortar fire on a distant horizon. Not this black-clad 
boy dangling on a rope before my nose.

“Where is he?” Baba arrives on my right, his voice tense with 
adrenaline. “Can you still see him?”

“Right there. Near the top of the wall.”
Mama is running across the roof, arms stretched wide like 

she’s trying to catch a chicken. “Don’t fire!” she cries. “You’re 
going to get us killed!”

Too late, out of the corner of my eye, I catch a glimpse of 
ivory and silver. Baba is aiming his musket. A bright light and a 
bang. A gust of hot gunpowder billows out of the chamber.

The force of the recoil makes Baba stagger backward.
“I think I hit him!” he cries.
The right side of my face and neck feel like a colony of fire 

ants is stinging them. I run to the water bucket and scoop hand-
fuls of water over my cheek.

Shouts of alarm and barked commands sound from the mil-
itary camp below.
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Baba is rejoicing. “I got him!” he cries. “He’s lying in the 
road. Astaghfirullah! God forgive me.”

Mama is gaping and wittering at my side. “Let me look at 
you, Kadi,” cries Mama, shining a flashlight in my eyes. “Hold 
still and let me look at you.”

“Turn that light off!” hisses Baba.
“Aloe vera sap,” says Mama. ‘That’s what you need.”
“I said, turn that light off!”
A deafening crack, and Mama throws herself on top of me.
“What was that?” My voice is muffled by Mama’s jas-

mine-scented cleavage.
Another bullet hisses overhead.
“Get off the roof!” urges Baba.
We wriggle across the roof, all elbows and bottoms, and slith-

er down the tree-trunk ladder. As I reach the ground, a wave of 
sudden pressure knocks me sideways. An explosion, not in our 
courtyard, but very close.

“Everyone down to the vault!” shouts Baba.
Mama crouches in the corner of the compound. “I’m picking 

aloe vera!” she shouts.
She waddles back to us with a handful of fat, serrated leaves 

and shines her flashlight into Marimba’s enclosure. He is dashing 
round like a dust devil, with frightened eyes and pricked-back 
ears.

“No way,” I say. “I’m not going in there.”
Baba vaults the gate. He grabs Marimba round the neck and 

tries to hold him still.
“Go,” Mama tells me. “Go now.”
I sprint round the edge of the enclosure and dive behind the 

hay bales. Mama follows. Baba unlocks the secret door and chiv-
ies us down the stairs.
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“Only one exit, with a wall of hay in front of it,” mutters 
Mama. “Isn’t that what you said?”

“Yes,” snaps Baba, “but less risky than jumping around on 
the roof, don’t you think?”

“Who was jumping around?” cries Mama. “I wasn’t jumping 
around.”

“We could hardly stay hidden with you shouting and waving 
your flashlight about.”

“Stay hidden? You fired a musket, you old goat!”
Down in the vault Mama breaks the fleshy, aloe vera leaves 

and squeezes the transparent slime into the hollow of her hand.
“Hold still,” she says, rubbing the cool sap onto my face and 

neck. “God be praised, it’s just a surface burn.”
A massive explosion sounds above us and a smattering of 

earth falls on my head from the roof of the vault.
“It’s not going to cave in, is it, Baba?”
“Impossible,” says Baba, “inshallah.”
“It won’t cave in,” says Mama, firmly. “Remember God, and 

do not let worry gain a foothold. That’s what Imam Cissé told us.”
“Your mother’s right,” says Baba. “We should do dhikr.”
He tightens the wick of the paraffin lamp so that the flame 

shrinks to a frail, orange glow. We sit down on the cool earth 
floor and hold hands.

“Hasbi rabijal Allah,” says Baba. “Our defense is in God.”
“Hasbi rabijal Allah,” we repeat. “Hasbi rabijal Allah. Hasbi 

rabijal Allah . . .”
My racing heart begins to slow. At first I am aware of the 

Arabic syllables and the light touch of my parents’ hands, but 
soon my tongue takes over and I speak the words without think-
ing about them. Before long I forget my parents, and then I 
forget myself.
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Our defense is in God. In my mind’s eye I see Timbuktu 
cocooned within a bead of amber. Our defense is in God.

Wisdom of Timbuktu #4: At the beginning of a 
session, you do dhikr. By the end, dhikr does you.
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Manuscript 11,045: the tarikh of Sidi Yahya

One Friday night in the year 1440, the imam of the Sankore Mosque 
had a dream. He dreamed that the Prophet, peace be upon him, was 
telling him to build a third mosque in Timbuktu. He shared his 
dream with the city elders, and they decided to build a new mosque 
between the Djinguereber Mosque and the Sankore Mosque.

“Where will we find an imam for the new mosque?” people asked.
“God will provide an imam,” the elders replied.
The front door of the mosque remained locked for several years, 

and then one evening a holy man arrived from Oualata in Mauri-
tania. He was dressed all in white and was followed by three camels 
and a well-washed band of students.

“Where are the keys to this mosque?” he asked.
Recognizing the man as God’s intended imam for the new 

mosque, the neighbors of the mosque gave him the keys.
The man was Sidi Yahya.
Sidi Yahya lived a simple life in Timbuktu. He had no riches, 

animals, or commerce. Whenever he received a gift, whether sugar, 
cotton, or gold, he gave it immediately to the poor.

One day an old woman came to see Sidi Yahya. “Man of God 
and sheikh of sheikhs,” she said, “have pity on a poor servant of God 
who has lost all hope.”

Sidi Yahya was moved by the woman’s tears and he prayed to 
God on her behalf. When at last he opened his eyes he saw a compa-
ny of djinn passing in front of his gate on their way to a djinni 
wedding.

“Dear woman,” he said, “I want you to imagine you are at a 
wedding ceremony. Open your mouth and let your tongue trill to 
high heaven.”

The woman could not see the djinn, but she did what the saint 
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commanded. Although she was feeling sad and hopeless, she raised 
her head, closed her eyes, and began to ululate.

“Yu-yu-yu-yu-yu!” trilled the old woman, and the populace of 
Timbuktu wondered at the sound.

All of a sudden a whirlwind of dust began to gyrate in the air. 
Out of the center of the wind flew a purple velvet pouch, landing 
with a thud in the old woman’s lap. She opened her eyes, undid the 
drawstrings of the pouch, and stared, for the pouch was brimming 
with grains of purest gold.

May the blessings of Sidi Yahya be upon us all.
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When at last I open my eyes, I see my namesake in the stars above 
me, wielding the good sword Zulfiqaar. The three bright stars of 
Ali’s belt shine down on me and bring me peace. Ali the warrior, 
Lion of God, protector of Muhammad at the Battle of Uhud, 
commander at the Battle of Khaybar, glorious hero of the Battle 
of Hunayn. King of the Brave, Lion of God with the strength of God.

Bursts of gunfire sputter near and far, with an occasional 
chest-filling boom from a grenade.

The battle! The mission! It’s still going on!
I jump to my feet—and collapse in pain.
“Don’t try to stand,” says a voice by my side. Omar is sitting 

cross-legged next to me, cradling an AK-47 in his lap.
“Where am I?”
“You are in the military camp. You hurt your ankle when you 

fell, and you hit your head as well. Your battle is over, Ali.”
“Where are the others?”
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“Out,” says Omar. “They are helping Litni and his men to 
secure the airport and the radio station. They told me to stay here 
and look after you.”

“What about Redbeard? Is he here yet?”
“Not yet.”
I sit up and rub my left ankle. “I fell, you say?”
“Like Lucifer from heaven!”
I should be out there, fighting shoulder to shoulder with my 

brothers. Instead, I am sitting here rubbing my useless ankle. I 
have imagined this battle a hundred times, but never once did I 
see it like this.

“The hard work is done,” says Omar. “Praise be to God, the 
city has fallen.”

There is no joy in his voice, only tiredness.
“My namesake Ali slew twenty-seven men at the Battle of 

Badr,” I say. “And I slew none at all.”
“It does not matter,” whispers Omar. “You threw the metal 

claw perfectly, just like in training. You gave us our way in.”
“There are a thousand shepherds in Goundam who could 

have thrown the claw.”
“Maybe, maybe not,” says Omar. “Do you know what Chief 

Litni’s men are calling you?”
“Idiot?”
“No. They’re calling you Lee.”
“So they should. It’s my warrior name.”
“Not Ali, but Lee, as in Bruce Lee, the ninja in those movies 

we used to watch. They are calling us the Ninjas and they are 
calling you Lee.”

My heart fills up with pride, but I must not let it show. “I’m 
nothing like Bruce Lee,” I mutter. “Bruce Lee would never have 
fallen off that rope.”
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“If he got shot, he would.”
Omar holds the backlight of his phone to my goatskin satch-

el and shows me a small, round hole in the leather. Then he 
reaches into the satchel and pulls out my grenade.

The grenade rattles when he shakes it.
“There’s something trapped inside,” I say.
“Correct, my friend. Your grenade stopped a musket ball!”
I grab his phone and shine the light on a tiny hole in the gre-

nade casing.
“It’s a miracle,” I gasp. “Why didn’t the musket ball set the 

grenade off?”
“Once the casing of a grenade gets punctured, it can’t ex-

plode, not even if you pull the pin.”
“Allahu Akbar.”
“You should keep it as a souvenir,” says Omar. “God loves 

you, Ali Konana.”
Still clutching the miracle grenade, I lie down and close my 

eyes. My head and my ankle are throbbing. Tiredness spreads 
warmly through my body, mingling with the pain.

“Don’t tell anyone about the grenade,” I hear myself murmur 
as I fall asleep. “Let it be a secret between ourselves and God.”

“OK.”
“And Omar—tell them to stop calling me Lee. Movies are 

haram.”
#

When I wake again, prayer calls are blaring from nearby 
mosques. As soon as I make out the cadences of one call, anoth-
er overtakes it, like shepherds singing a round. They have guts, 
these prayer callers. In any other city, the callers would lock 
themselves in their houses during a battle, and the townspeople 
would miss all five of their appointments with God.
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I open my eyes and see the scorpion directly above me. The 
scorpion constellation is always chasing Ali the warrior across the 
sky, but it never catches him. When the scorpion rises in the east, 
Ali sets in the west, and so it will be for all eternity. Ali is blessed. 
He always gets away.

I see the grenade in my right hand and remember what Omar 
said about my near escape from death. I rub my thumb over the 
tortoiseshell grooves. God loves you, Ali Konana.

“Good morning,” says Omar.
“Morning,” I say. “Is Redbeard here yet?”
“No, not yet.”
The sky is beginning to lighten in the east, and I can make 

out the shapes of men moving round the camp. Charcoal stoves 
glow in the lingering dark, and the bitter smell of Tuareg tea 
hangs in the air. Chief Litni’s men brought their teapots and 
stoves in their kit bags alongside their grenades and ammunition. 
Tea addicts, every one of them.

Omar is sitting with his back pressed against a squat, mud-
brick pyramid.

“Is that Tamba-Tamba’s shrine?” I ask.
“That’s right,” says Omar. “His bones protect the garrison 

from attack. They seem to have failed this time.”
Omar brings a bowl of water for morning prayer. I wash my 

hands three times, and then my mouth, nose, ears, and feet. 
When Omar washes his hands, I can’t help noticing the blood 
under his nails.

“Yours?” I ask.
“Hilal’s.” Omar takes a deep breath. “We buried him just 

before sunrise.”
“God!” I cry. 
The word comes from deep within me, a long drawn-out 
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groan of grief and prayer. Hilal, the jester, is dead. We will never 
laugh again.

“Paradise has been decorated for him,” quotes Omar softly, 
“and beautiful women are calling upon him—‘Come, oh command-
er with the order of God’—and they are dressed in their best attire.”

“Where is Hamza?”
“He has gone back to his village, to give his parents the news.”
Omar’s voice is close to breaking, and mine as well. If we talk 

any more, we will cry, and that would shame us both. So instead we 
pray. I lean on him to recite Al-Fatiha, and then we kneel to pray.

I think of Hilal’s brother trudging across the dunes toward 
Lake Télé, his feet entrenched in sand, his heart in grief.

At breakfast time, Redbeard is still not here. Omar and I eat 
dates and peanuts, while ragged vultures gaze down on us from 
the top of the wall.

Omar tells me more about the battle. He tells me I was shot 
by a sniper on a nearby roof, but he can’t remember which one.

“Hamza dragged you to safety,” he says, “and the rest of us 
went over the wall, just like we planned. Hilal was first, but he 
spent too long rigging the rappel rope. A sentry saw him.”

“The sentry shot Hilal?”
“Yes.” Omar winces at the memory. “And I shot the sentry.”
“You shot the sentry?”
“I got lucky,” he says and shrugs. “After that, it was easy. We 

split into two groups, like Redbeard taught us. Four of us laid 
down covering fire and the other four rappelled down the rope 
and fought through to the gates.”

“Allahu Akbar,” I murmur. “God is great.”
“Once we got to the gates and opened them for Litni and his 

men, the infidels had no chance. Eight got shot in the battle, and 
the rest of them surrendered.”
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“What happened to the ones who surrendered?”
Omar takes a date stone out of his mouth and throws it across 

the compound. “The Tuaregs shot them.”
I stare at him. “You’re not serious?”
“You know what Tuaregs are like.”
I close my eyes and stick my fingers in my ears. I don’t want 

to hear any more. Executing prisoners of war was never part of 
our training. The thought of it makes me feel sick.

When I open my eyes at last, Omar is still munching dates.
“They can’t do that,” I say weakly. “It’s against God’s law.”
“Maybe, maybe not,” he says, pushing his glasses up his nose. 

“There are two schools of thought.”
With Omar there are always two schools of thought. He 

probably thinks there are two schools of thought about whether 
sand is sandy.

#
The Ninjas return jubilant. They have helped the Tuaregs to 
secure the airport and the radio station, and now they have a few 
hours to eat, sleep, and swap battle stories. They have brought me 
bandages and painkillers from a nearby pharmacy.

“Thanks,” I say. “I did not think the pharmacies would be 
open for business this morning.”

“The Tuaregs have opened everything for business,” says 
Jabir, laughing. “They are roaming around town taking whatev-
er they want. Food. Cars. Sheep. It’s crazy out there.”

“Looting!” I drop the pharmacy bag in the dust. “It’s 
common theft.”

“Actually,” says Omar, “it could be interpreted as ghazwa, 
raiding, which would be—”

“Shut up, Omar,” I say, reaching into my satchel for my 
phone. “I’m calling Redbeard.”
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I try several times before getting through, but at last Red-
beard answers. He is pleased that we have taken Timbuktu, but 
he is angry about the executions and the looting. 

“We work with Chief Litni because he is useful,” he says, “but 
his soldiers are not fit to call themselves Muslims. A thug who 
prays five times a day is still a thug.”

“What do you want us to do?”
“Do nothing,” says Redbeard. “We will be with you in three 

days. Keep yourselves pure and wait for—”
The line goes dead. I have run out of credit.
“Three days!” I cry. “Redbeard is planning to come in three 

days. That wasn’t the plan. What is he doing in the desert that 
needs three days?”

“It’s simple,” says Jabir. “He wants life in Timbuktu to get 
worse before it gets better. When he carries the black standard 
into town three days from now, the people of Timbuktu will 
welcome him like a savior. He’s a clever old fox is Redbeard.”

“He’s not an old fox,” I snap. “He’s our master. Show some 
respect.”

Jabir glances at my ankles, and I can tell what he’s thinking: 
What did you do in the Battle of Timbuktu, Ali? Did you sleep 
well?

I lie down and close my eyes. My ankle is throbbing, and my 
head as well.

Maybe I will take those painkillers after all. When my ankle 
is better, I will go to the pharmacy and pay in full.

Later that morning we go on patrol in three Save the Chil-
dren pickup trucks. Litni and his men take the comfortable seats 
inside the trucks, and we have to ride in a trailer. Omar and the 
others lift me into the trailer and then hop in themselves. It’s a 
squash, and the metal underneath us is already hot from the sun.
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The trucks drive out of the gates of the military camp and 
into the dusty streets of Timbuktu.

I already know this city a little bit. My parents used to bring 
me here on the feast days of Tabaski and Mouloud, to pray and 
celebrate with the multitudes. On those special days, everyone 
was dressed to impress in their pristine feast-day robes. There 
were women crouching at the side of the road making pancakes, 
young men selling mobile phone cases and cassettes, old men 
grasping each other’s hands and elbows in respectful greeting.

Back in those days, there were tourists too—men and women 
with lopsided turbans and sunburned noses. The men wore 
T-shirts and shorts like little boys, and the women had bare 
shoulders. The people of Timbuktu seemed to love the tourists, 
even though they talked loudly, took photos without asking, and 
had no fear of God in them at all. With my own eyes, I saw a 
white man saunter into the Sidi Yahya Mosque without even 
taking his sandals off. But when Muhammad Zaarib and his 
gang started kidnapping tourists and holding them for ransom, 
the tourists stopped coming to Timbuktu, God be praised.

Today the streets of the city are deserted. Sometimes I catch 
a pair of eyes peering from a crack in a door or between shuttered 
windows—dark, fearful eyes which appear for a moment and 
then disappear again.

We drive through Independence Square and past the square 
turrets of the Sidi Yahya Mosque. The Grand Market is still and 
silent, and many of the shop fronts have been vandalized. Cor-
rugated metal panels have been torn to shreds by pickaxes, and 
the empty shelves bear witness to a morning of frenzied looting. 
Rice, palm oil, tea, sugar, dates, biscuits—the Tuaregs have 
taken everything. Even the charcoal market has been plundered 
for the sake of morning tea.
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I used to love coming to Timbuktu, even if it was only once 
or twice a year. There were foosball tables on every corner. There 
were televisions showing distant soccer matches. There were 
pretty girls with tattooed lips and earrings the size of oranges. 
Best of all, on the corner of the Grand Market, there was a fiery 
cabinet of whole, roasting chickens, which sizzled and crackled 
as they rotated on their skewers. I bought one once, and squatted 
out of sight behind a donkey cart and ate the whole thing there 
and then. Paradise.

I was wrong to think that Timbuktu was paradise. I can see 
clearly now, thanks to Redbeard, and I know what a dustbowl of 
godlessness the city is.

We drive around the Well of Old Buktu, back through Inde-
pendence Square, and then up Askia. Like everywhere else, the 
street is deserted.

As we pass under the shadow of the Djinguereber Mosque, I 
close my eyes and wince.

“Ankle?” asks Omar.
“No,” I tell him. “Memories.”

#
Two years ago my parents took my sister and me to Timbuktu 
on the feast day of Mouloud, the birthday of the Prophet. The 
crowds in the streets around the Djinguereber Mosque were mas-
sive. Too many people in too small a space, squeezed together 
like goats in a market truck, and the pressure increasing all the 
time. None of us saw the danger until it was upon us. One 
moment we were rubbing shoulders and singing, then suddenly 
we were jostling and shouting and fighting for breath. “Don’t let 
yourself go under!” That’s what my mother kept screaming. 
“Don’t let yourself go under!”

I grabbed my sister under her arms and hoisted her up until 
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she was half above the crowd. Someone else got hold of her foot 
and pushed her clear. “Head for the wall, Safi!” I shouted, and 
off she went, too dazed to cry, clambering over people’s shawls 
and turbans to safety.

The boy next me, a young Qur’anic student, was not so lucky. 
With his blue lips and dilated pupils he looked more djinni than 
human. He was staring straight at me, and his blue lips kept 
mouthing the same thing over and over: Wallam, wallam, 
wallam. Help me. But by now my arms were pinned to my sides 
and there was nothing I could do. The poor boy choked to death 
under an infinite, blue sky—he and twenty-five others.

After the Djinguereber Crush, our family never came to 
Timbuktu again. We stayed home in Goundam, even on feast 
days, and prayed with our neighbors in the tumbledown mosque 
on the shore of the lake.

#
Our three patrol trucks arrive at the top of Askia, where the 

street widens out into a public square. On the north side of the 
square, with the sun shining fiercely on its whitewashed facade, 
stands the Ahmad Baba Library. A human chain surrounds the 
library. Young and old, women and men, the citizens of Timbuk-
tu hold hands in the sweltering sun.

“So this is where everyone is,” says Jabir, grinning his buck-
toothed grin.

“That’s Timbuktu for you,” says Omar. “They don’t protect 
their homes or shops or banks. They protect their manuscripts!”

“Hardly protecting,” scoffs Jabir. “It’s not like they’re armed, 
is it?”

The three patrol trucks drive up to the front of the library 
and Chief Litni winds down the window. “Who is in charge?” 
he barks.
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A tall, thin man steps forward out of line. Intelligent, black 
eyes shine out between the folds of his turban. “Peace be upon 
you,” he says. “I am Abdel Diallo, Chief Librarian.”

Chief Litni looks from the librarian to the pathetic human 
chain. “If hens guard the palace,” he says, “the king will not sleep 
soundly.”

The librarian forces a smile. “Perhaps you’ve never seen an 
angry hen.”

Litni opens the door of the car and climbs out, his AK-47 
dangling across his body. “Show me, then,” he says. “What does 
an angry hen look like?”

Abdel Diallo looks down at the Tuareg’s gun with big, watery 
eyes. He swallows hard. “What do you want, monsieur?”

“Manuscripts,” says the Tuareg chief. “The manuscripts in 
this building are worth millions, are they not?”

“You have already looted our markets,” says Abdel Diallo. 
“You must leave our manuscripts in peace.”

“Must?” cries Chief Litni, looking round at his men. “Did the 
librarian just say must to me?”

The Tuaregs hop out of the trucks and gather, armed and 
grinning, behind their chief.

I reach across to Omar and snatch his phone from the top 
pocket of his shirt. My fingers fly across the keys.

Urgent. Litni looting manuscripts. Advise.
“Step aside, librarian,” says Litni, and his right hand drifts 

down toward the stock of his AK-47. “I want those manu-
scripts.”

Abdel Diallo steps back into line and grasps his neighbors’ 
hands so that the human chain is once again complete. “The soul 
of Timbuktu is in the writings of its scholars,” the librarian quotes 
softly, “and we will protect those writings to our dying breath.”
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“As you wish,” Chief Litni says, and squeezes the trigger of 
his assault rifle.

CRACK!
The petrified protectors of the library jump and squeal as 

Litni’s bullets fly over their heads and lodge in the whitewashed 
wall above the door.

“This is not right,” I whisper to Omar. “We came to Timbuk-
tu to teach the way of God, not to steal manuscripts.”

Omar shrugs. He is terrified of this angry Tuareg. We all are.
Abdel Diallo clears his throat and starts to chant, pronounc-

ing in a quavering voice the words of some ancient vow.
“I solemnly swear to guard the manuscripts of Timbuktu en-

trusted to my family by the saints of old. I will protect them in 
times of peace and in times of war, in times of planting and in 
times of harvesting, in times of joy and in times of sorrow. I will 
protect them from fire and from flood, from wizards and from 
thieves, from giants and from djinn. God grant me the wisdom of 
the horse, the stubbornness of the ox, and the cunning of the—”

“Shut up!”
Chief Litni strides forward, seizes the librarian by the scruff 

of his robe, tears him free of his neighbors’ hands, and slams him 
with a hideous thud against the library door. Litni tries the door, 
but it’s locked, and then presses the barrel of his assault rifle into 
the soft underside of the librarian’s chin.

“Give me the key,” he snarls.
“No,” says Abdel Diallo.
“Then I shall take it from your corpse!” shouts Litni. In one 

swift movement he cycles the bolt of his AK-47 to remove the 
spent cartridge, and puts his finger back on the trigger.

TRILL, TRILL. TRILL, TRILL. Somewhere in the swaths 
of Chief Litni’s off-white robes, a mobile phone is ringing.
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He puts the phone to his ear and listens.
Am I imagining it, or have the Tuareg’s shoulders slumped?
He replaces the phone and whispers something inaudible in 

the librarian’s ear.
“What’s going on?” mouths Omar.
“I don’t know.”
With a deep sigh, Abdel Diallo hands over a silvery key. The 

Tuareg turns, throws it to one of his men, and juts his chin 
toward a sleek Land Cruiser parked in the shade to the west of 
the library.

“Another patrol vehicle for Azawad!” shouts Litni, but the tri-
umph in his voice is forced and his eyes are sparkling with rage.

“I thought he wanted the key to the library,” whispers Omar.
“He did.”
“Who were you texting just now?”
“Redbeard.”
I glance at the men and women in the human chain, who no 

longer show any emotion. They stand impassive in the sun, hold-
ing hands, and gazing straight ahead.

#
Two days later Redbeard arrives in Timbuktu with the rest of our 
battalion. They arrive in four white Land Cruisers overflowing 
with fighters and weapons. One of the fighters in the back of each 
vehicle is carrying the black standard, the glorious flag of jihad.

“They’re here!” cries Omar, rushing out of the camp. We 
follow him into the street, grinning stupidly under our turbans. 
I still cannot walk on my own, but I have made myself a pair of 
wooden crutches to swing around on.

The sleek white trucks brake sharply, filling the air with chok-
ing dust. Redbeard leaps down and embraces us each in turn. 
“Ninjas of God, well done!” he cries. “I salute each one of you.”
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Chief Litni is the last to greet Redbeard. They do not em-
brace, and there is a cold reluctance in their handshake.

“Peace be with you, Chief Litni,” says Redbeard. “Your men 
have been busy, I hear.”

“The first days of an occupation are always difficult,” replies 
the Tuareg chief. “There are eating and sleeping arrangements to 
be organized. Pockets of resistance to be smothered. Municipal 
authorities to be instructed. You are yawning, Redbeard. Are you 
tired?”

“Somewhat.”
Litni’s eyes darken, but he keeps his cool. “You should get 

some rest.”
“Excellent idea,” says Redbeard. “You take your men south, 

and set up camp at the airport. My battalion and I will sleep here 
in the barracks.”

The Tuareg scowls. “The dust from your tires has not yet 
settled, Redbeard. Are you already giving me orders?”

“Yes,” says Redbeard, and a wide-eyed smile lights up his 
grizzled face. “Now that we are in control of Timbuktu, I no 
longer have to pretend that you and I are equals.”

#
The sun is high in the sky, and the Defenders of Faith are prepar-
ing for a feast.

Plastic mats are beaten and unrolled. Bottles of warm Coca- 
Cola are uncapped and laid out in rows. Saharan salt and black 
pepper are pounded in a mortar. POK-POK-POK, this meal will 
be heavenly. We have three things to celebrate: our victory in the 
Battle of Timbuktu, the reunion of our battalion, and the depar-
ture of Chief Litni’s thugs. They are setting up camp at the air-
port, just like Redbeard told them to.

A fire is burning by the north wall of the compound. Three 
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cauldrons of rice and onions perch on the outer coals, while in 
the center two headless goats revolve on a spit. Omar and I 
crouch on our haunches nearby, basking in the smell of cooking 
meat and listening to droplets of goat fat hissing on the coals. A 
happy day indeed.

I bend down and write the date in the sand with my finger. 
“April 2, 2012.”

At two o’clock the goats are still not cooked, so we pray on an 
empty stomach, kneeling and bowing in front of our untouched 
Coca-Cola. Then we sit on our mats and raise our palms to 
heaven in grateful supplication.

“You must be vigilant, boys,” says Redbeard, when we have 
finished praying. “Put a man in the desert with only his Book 
and his gun, and he will easily master himself. But make that 
man a ruler of one of the greatest cities on earth and his worldly 
self will rise again. In the coming days and weeks, you will be 
tempted in every way, but you must not give in. This is Timbuk-
tu and you are Ansar Dine, Defenders of Faith.”

“Defenders of Faith,” I write in the sand, underlining it with 
a long squiggle.

“The goat is cooked,” says Redbeard. “Let the feast begin, 
before the Coca-Cola gets flat.”

We gorge ourselves on the flavored rice and then start on the 
meat. As we eat, Redbeard tells us how he called Chief Litni at 
just the right moment and ordered him not to loot the manu-
scripts.

“I told him straight,” says Redbeard. ‘“Litni,’” I said, “‘if you 
lay a hand on a single one of those manuscripts, I will tie the end 
of your turban to the back leg of your camel and fire off thirty 
rounds right by its ear.’”

We laugh like hyenas and slap each other on the back. I’m 
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sure he did not say that to Litni, but it’s a good story, which is the 
important thing.

“I’m going to die of pleasure,” groans Omar, snapping a bone 
and sucking out the marrow. “Even at the feast of Ibrahim I 
never get this much meat.”

As always, we cast lots for the goats’ heads, which have been 
roasted whole.

Muhammad Zaarib draws a winning lot. Zaarib is one of the 
few grown men in our battalion. In a former life, he was a black-
smith with arms like iron bands. He has waged holy war all over 
West Africa and knows more about jihad and sharia than the rest 
of us put together.

Zaarib takes the head and raises it triumphantly in the air. 
“God is great!” he cries. “I haven’t held a head since that incident 
with the French spy in the Ifoghas mountains.”

The other boys howl with laughter. They’re in that sort of 
mood. They’d laugh at anything.

Zaarib chews the goat’s eyes with an open mouth, then turns 
the skull over to dig out the brain and tongue.

I feel sick. The killing of the French spy was before our time, 
but we’ve all heard the story, and some of the boys even have the 
video on their phone. I’m not saying Zaarib was wrong to kill the 
hostage, just that he took too much pleasure in it.

“Peace be upon you all.”
Hamza is back. With glassy eyes, he surveys the rows of mer-

rymakers and the piles of discarded goat bones.
“And on you,” we intone.
Redbeard jumps up and embraces Hamza. “Do not grieve, 

boy,” he says. “Your brother died in the cause of God. His sins 
are forgiven.”

Hamza nods like an agama lizard, but his eyes are dull.
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“A martyr feels no pain in death,” says Redbeard, “except a 
brief pang like the sting of a bee. Your brother is alive in Paradise 
and praying for seventy of his relatives, including you.”

“Does he remember his life on earth?” asks Hamza.
“Of course.”
“He won’t pray for me, then,” says Hamza, flatly. ‘The last he 

saw of me was my knee hitting him in the face.”
#

“The elders of Timbuktu are meeting tonight at the town hall,” says 
Omar. “I overheard two of them talking about it at the market.”

“Perfect,” says Redbeard. “We will do our sunset prayers and 
then pay them all a visit.”

Omar catches my eye. This is going to be interesting.
When we arrive at the town hall, we find a teenaged guard 

stationed outside the door, fiddling nervously with a slingshot 
and a whistle. As soon as he sees our guns, he hurries to let us in.

The tables in the meeting room are arranged in the form of a 
square. I recognize the mayor of Timbuktu, who sits at the top 
table. A bunch of plastic roses decorates the table before him, and 
a lazy fan revolves above his head. The other seats are occupied 
by older men. They stare like sheep as we burst into their meeting 
room and spread out along the walls, our rifles at the ready.

As soon as we are in position, Redbeard strides in, clasping his 
hands in front of him in an exaggerated show of respect. “Peace 
be upon you all!” he cries, Kalashnikov dangling at his side.

The whitebeards shift in their seats. Not one of them returns 
the greeting.

Redbeard makes his way into the center of the room and 
wags his index finger at the elders like a schoolteacher scolding 
his class. “Sura An-Nisa verse eighty-six,” he says. “When you are 
accosted with a greeting of peace, answer with an even better 
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greeting, or at least with the like thereof. For truly, God keeps 
count of all things.”

I feel a surge of joy. Already Redbeard is on top. Already his 
purity of heart and his knowledge of the Book have flooded this 
dingy meeting room with the light of God.

The first elder to find his tongue is Imam Cissé. I recognize 
him from my childhood visits to the city.

“Peace be upon you, Ould,” he mutters. “What are you doing 
here?”

“Cissé!” cries Redbeard, feigning surprise. “It has been a long 
time.”

“Not nearly long enough,” shoots back the imam. “What is 
it you want?”

“The same thing I’ve always wanted,” says Redbeard. “I want 
to preach in Timbuktu. I want to teach God’s Word. I want 
people to repent of their dissolution and double mindedness. I 
want us all to walk soberly in the light of God. I want bars closed, 
cigarettes banned, women veiled, and schools reformed. I want 
Timbuktu to become what it used to be: a light to the nations, a 
center of scholarship, piety, and jihad.”

“Amen,” I whisper.
“Timbuktu is already a Muslim city,” says the imam. “Don’t 

make me lecture you in history, Ould.”
“Leave your Qur’an unopened on the shelf,” replies Red-

beard, “and termites will devour it from the inside. Timbuktu 
looks Muslim from the outside, I grant you, but here at its heart, 
there is nothing but rot.”

“I agree, we have work to do,” says the imam. “We must en-
courage our people in the path of piety.”

Redbeard shrugs his shoulders. “If the blind lead the blind, 
they will both fall into a pit.”
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“Ould Hamaha!” splutters the mayor. “How dare you insult 
our religious leaders?”

“Your religious leaders are practicing a false religion,” Red-
beard fires back. He moves across to the mayor’s table and 
thumps it with both fists. “Let me tell you, Monsieur Mayor, 
what I saw on my way here tonight. Three women at a mud-brick 
tomb, praying to a saint for food: ‘For daily salt we beg thee, Sidi 
Ahmed ben Amar . . .’”

“Visiting the tombs of the saints is a common—”
“Did you not hear me?” cries Redbeard. “They were praying 

not to God himself but to a pile of bones! Are you so blind that you 
cannot see what these flab-chinned imams have done to your 
city? Their idolatry is a stench in God’s nostrils!”

“I disagree,” says the mayor. “Sidi Ahmed was a wonder-
ful—”

“Damn you!” Redbeard seizes the plastic flowers from the 
mayor’s table and hurls them at the wall. “Sidi Ahmed was a 
man, and nothing more. A walking, talking, eating, sleeping, 
farting son of Adam. And if any imam in Timbuktu teaches his 
people to pray to Sidi Ahmed, I will throw him from a minaret 
and leave his body in the street for the dogs to eat.”

A line has been crossed, and everybody knows it. The white-
beards are staring at Redbeard in horror. Omar and Jabir, across 
the room from me, are gaping like snapper fish. But our master 
is right to use strong words. Nothing in this world is more despi-
cable than idolatry.

“Let us not fight,” says Redbeard, smiling suddenly. “Since 
Imam Cissé obviously distrusts me, I would like to prove my 
good faith by accepting one of his daughters in marriage.”

There follows another awkward silence. My master is out of 
his mind to suggest that.
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“Are you serious?” asks the mayor. “You threaten our imam 
with death and then you ask to marry his daughter?”

“Any of your daughters,” beams Redbeard. “It makes no dif-
ference to me, provided she is a virgin. Now that I have come 
back to Timbuktu, I feel obliged to—”

“You have not come back to Timbuktu!” cries Imam Cissé, 
jumping to his feet. “Timbuktu has seven gates: tolerance, honor, 
dignity, generosity, hospitality, honesty, and justice. Gunpowder 
and grenades are not gates to Timbuktu. You want to marry an 
elder’s daughter? You would more easily swallow the moon.”

Redbeard looks at the old man and smiles. It is a strange sort 
of smile, involving the lips, but not the eyes. “I did not expect 
your love,” he says, “but neither did I expect insults. Thank you, 
Imam Cissé. You have given me occasion to follow the example 
of the Prophet, peace be upon him. He was insulted, cursed, and 
struck with fists, but he never once—”

“Don’t talk of him!” cries the imam. “Do not sully his name. 
Go back to the desert and to your camels, you hideous, strag-
gle-beard son of a—”

The imam’s rant is silenced by a soft metallic click. Redbeard 
has flicked off the safety catch of his AK-47.

“Good night, old men,” says Redbeard. “I had hoped to dis-
cuss with you some of the changes that will be introduced by the 
new regime, but I see you are not ready. You will hear them on the 
radio tonight, along with everybody else in this wretched town.”

Redbeard turns on his heel and leaves. In single file we follow 
him outside. “It is early days,” he tells us. “Those old men are 
blinded by their fear and pride, so they cannot recognize the 
beauty of our ideas. But soon they will understand, and Timbuk-
tu will shine again like a jewel in the desert’s crown.”

Occupation needs organization, says Redbeard. He gives a 
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task to every member of the battalion, and entrusts the Ninjas 
with night patrol. We are to walk the streets of Timbuktu from 
sunset to sunrise, quashing rebellion and enforcing sharia.

Askia is mine. It is a long, dusty street that stretches from the 
Ahmad Baba Library in the north all the way down to Indepen-
dence Square in the south. Near the top of the street is the Djingu-
ereber Mosque with its rose-red ramparts and minarets. Farther 
down toward the square stand two elegant villas with whitewashed 
mud-brick walls, arched entrances, and sculpted balustrades.

After sunset prayer at the military camp, I start my patrol. 
The avenue is deserted, save for some stray dogs snarling and 
scrapping by the west wall of the mosque. Up and down, up and 
down, I hobble on my crutches, until my underarms are as sore 
as my ankle.

At eight o’clock my phone alarm goes off. Time for Red-
beard’s broadcast.

A ramshackle mechanic’s workshop stands opposite the 
whitewashed villas, and beside the workshop lies a huge discard-
ed tractor tire. I sit down on the tire, rest my AK-47 on my lap, 
and engage the radio function on my phone. It crackles for a 
minute and then Redbeard’s strident voice comes on, addressing 
us with holy zeal.

Praise be to Allah, Lord of the worlds, the Merciful, the Com-
passionate.

Peace be upon you all.
Timbuktu has been liberated from the grasp of infidels, and re-

claims its rightful heritage as a beacon of Islam.
We have appointed Muhammad Zaarib to enforce sharia in the 

commune of Timbuktu. He is well versed in all aspects of sharia and 
is not afraid to punish transgressors.

We advise all residents of Timbuktu to take note of the following laws:
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Do not permit your wives and daughters to appear in public 
with their heads or bodies uncovered. In Timbuktu, females above 
the age of ten must wear the veil in accordance with the instruction 
of the Prophet, peace be upon him. Women who appear in public 
without a veil will receive twenty lashes with a camel-hide whip.

Men should wear long shirts and baggy trousers cut well above 
the ankle.

Women must not walk or talk with men in public. In Timbuk-
tu, any woman caught consorting with a man will receive twenty 
lashes with a camel-hide whip.

Do not smoke harmful substances. The Prophet himself, peace be 
upon him, said that whomsoever drinks poison, thereby killing him-
self, will sip this poison forever in the fire of Hell. Cigarettes are 
haram. Anyone who sells them in Timbuktu will be punished with 
twenty lashes.

Do not listen to music, for it intoxicates the heart and weakens 
the body. The Prophet, peace be upon him, warned his followers of a 
day when Muslims would proclaim fornication and the playing of 
musical instruments legal. Not so in Timbuktu! Anyone who plays 
or listens to music will receive twenty lashes with a camel-hide whip.

Do not frequent bars, for they are quagmires of sin. Do not drink 
beer or other alcoholic drinks, not even at home, for they are haram, 
forbidden. All bars and nightclubs in Timbuktu must close their 
doors forever, and anyone who sells the devil’s brew will be punished 
with forty lashes.

Do not wear amulets around your neck. Amulets divert the heart 
from putting its trust in God. And do not hang amulets on your 
children, for this creates more fear than it allays. Marabouts who 
write amulets and leatherworkers who sew amulet pouches will be 
punished with twenty lashes.

Do not watch television or listen to the radio. These appliances 
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are a waste of time at best. At worst they are agents of depravity 
and debauchery. Your mind belongs to God. Stop polluting it with 
needless chatter and hateful images. As soon as this broadcast fin-
ishes, place your radio in a pounding pot and pound it to fine dust. 
If you own a television, drop it from a rooftop. Break these Satans 
beyond repair and vow instead to pursue purity with all your 
heart. After this broadcast, anyone caught watching television or 
listening to a radio will receive twenty lashes with a camel-hide 
whip.

Do not steal, for stealing is a crime against both God and man. 
In Timbuktu, anyone caught stealing will have his right hand am-
putated at the wrist.

Do not commit fornication. Anyone who commits fornication 
will be punished with one hundred lashes.

Do not commit adultery. In Timbuktu, anyone who commits 
adultery will be put to death.

As a service to the commune of Timbuktu, Muhammad Zaarib 
will enforce these laws. Purify yourselves of all unrighteousness and 
support the police in their noble task.

Praise be to Allah, Lord of the worlds, the Merciful, the Com-
passionate.

This is the end of the broadcast. Peace be upon you all. Smash 
your radios.

I sit on my tire and gaze at the sky in the east. Ali the warrior 
is rising over the rooftops, and with him rises a new era of faith, 
hope, and purity in Timbuktu. I will not smash my phone— 
I need it for work—but in the morning I will ask Omar to dis-
able the radio function. We are the Defenders of Faith, and we 
must set a good example.

#
The coal-black sky turns indigo, then gray. Lying across the trac-
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tor tire, I nurse my painful underarms and watch the vultures 
passing overhead.

When my gaze returns to earth, I see a girl sitting on a stool 
outside the villa opposite. She is wearing a patterned, wrap-
around skirt and her hair stands up around her head in a crown 
of spikes. She is muttering under her breath as she reads from the 
manuscript on her lap.

I hobble across the street on my crutches and a divine aroma 
greets me: oleander flowers and fresh milk.

“You should be veiled,” I tell the girl in French. “Did you not 
hear us on the radio last night? In Timbuktu, females above the 
age of ten must wear veils, and those who appear in public with-
out veils will receive twenty—”

She looks lazily up from her manuscript. “I’m not allowed to 
talk with men,” she says. “Or boys,” she adds pointedly.

“This is not talking,” I say. ‘This is a police matter.”
“Une affaire de police,” she corrects me. “Affaire is feminine.”
“What is your name?”
“Kadi Diallo.”
“Where is your veil?”
“I don’t own one.”
“That’s no excuse. When the verse of the veil was first re-

vealed to the Prophet, peace be upon him, the women of Mecca 
tore their skirts in their haste to cover their faces.”

She laughs abruptly, although I haven’t made a joke. Then she 
looks at me more closely, studying my features.

“What’s wrong?” I say.
“You’re from the Fulani tribe,” she says. “I can tell by the 

shape of your nose, and that little gap between your front teeth. 
I would guess that this time last year you were herding your  
father’s cows out in the bush, like a good Fulani boy, walking for 
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kilometers and kilometers and—” She cocks her head to one side 
and frowns. “Or have you always been lame?”

“I’m not lame. I’m injured.”
“You should drink milk,” she says. “It strengthens your bones. 

I can get you milk, if you have money.”
“I don’t need milk.”
“A Fulani boy who doesn’t need milk!” She raises her eye-

brows. “What have your Arab masters done to you?”
She is confident, this girl, and disrespectful too. 
“God alone is my master,” I tell her. “And in public, females 

above the age of ten must wear—”
“This isn’t public. This is the porch of my own house.”
“It’s the street.”
She lifts her stool, moves it backward a meter, and grins at 

me. “Now it’s the porch.”
She thinks she’s clever. She’s laughing at me and at the new 

regime. Just because I’m roughly her age, she thinks she can get 
away with anything.

“I’m Fulani too,” she grins. “But I suppose you guessed that 
already, from the way my hair is braided.”

“Your hair should not be showing at all,” I snap. “Get a veil!”
I put my weight back on my crutches and hobble across the 

street. When I reach the other side of the street, she holds up her 
book and quotes in a loud voice. “‘Prince Sundiata was a sickly 
creature. Even at seven years old, the boy still crawled, spent all 
his time eating, and had no friends. His mother’s co-wives 
mocked him. “Are you a lion or a louse?” they asked.’”

I turn and point the end of my crutch at her. “‘Beware,’” I 
quote, “‘ for the lion will walk and then he will pounce.’”

“You’ve read the epic of Sundiata!” Her face lights up.
“Of course,” I reply. “And that manuscript you’re holding is 
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in Arabic, so it’s clearly not the epic of Sundiata. Don’t take me 
for a fool, Kadi.”

“Kadija!” she calls after a long pause. “Only my friends call 
me Kadi.”

“Get a veil,” I shout back, “or I’ll bring you one myself!”
I swing along the street toward the Djinguereber Mosque, the 

ends of the crutches digging painfully into my armpits.
I’ ll bring you one myself.
Why did I have to say that? Just when I was winning, I had 

to go and spoil it all.
#

After two o’clock afternoon prayers, Redbeard summons the 
whole battalion. He stands on the tailgate of his truck, a black 
turban loosely wound round his forehead. ‘The Prophet, peace 
be upon him, cursed ten people with regard to alcohol. Who can 
list these unfortunate souls?”

Omar’s hand shoots up. ‘The one who makes it,” he gabbles, 
“the one for whom it is made, the one who drinks it, the one who 
carries it, the one to whom it is carried, the one who pours it, the 
one who sells it, the one who consumes its price, the one who 
buys it, and the one for whom it is bought.”

“Good,” says Redbeard, and the light of God blazes in his 
eyes. “That means every son of Adam and Eve in this miserable 
city is under a curse. They call it the city of three hundred and 
thirty-three saints, but in truth it is the city of three hundred and 
thirty-three bars!”

Titters of laughter.
“When the Prophet arrived in Mecca with his companions, 

peace be upon them, that city also labored under the curse of 
idolatry. How did he respond? Did he speak softly to the people? 
Did he reason and plead? No! He roamed the streets, he raged 
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against the idols, and he smashed them up!”
Redbeard’s hands thrash the air. Spittle flies from the corners 

of his mouth. One end of his turban is dangling at his waist, but 
he neither sees nor cares. This is a man on a mission, a man con-
sumed by love for Timbuktu and hatred of the evils that enslave 
its people. Under his spiritual leadership, the city of Timbuktu 
has a glorious future.

“Beer and spirits are the idols of Timbuktu,” he thunders. 
“Let the blood run hot in your arteries, boys, and rage against 
the idols. Close down every bar, nightclub, cabaret, and liquor 
kiosk, and smash any televisions or musical instruments that 
you see on the way. Go in God’s name and clean up this filthy 
town.”

He splits the battalion into ten platoons and appoints a com-
mander for each one. I am to lead Omar, Jabir, and Hamza. We 
sling our AK-47s across our bodies and recite Al-Fatiha.

“You should appoint a deputy,” Hamza tells me as we make 
our way out of the compound.

“Why?”
“In case anything happens to you.” Hamza curls his lip. “Like 

last time.”
Like last time. I want to grab him by the scruff of his shirt and 

demand what he means by that. I want to make him admit, loud 
and clear, that he blames me for his brother’s death. But doing 
that would shame us both.

“You be my deputy,” I tell him. “You’re brave, like your broth-
er was.”

Baba Bar on Toumani Avenue is open for business, so we 
walk right in. The owner cowers behind the counter as we raise 
our guns, open fire, and strobe the liquor shelf from end to end. 
The air twinkles with flying glass. Forbidden liquids run down 
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the wall and flow in rivulets across the tiled floor. My nostrils fill 
with the aniseed stench of pastis liquor.

I love this sound of exploding bottles. It is the sound of purity 
and wisdom, the sound of God returning to Timbuktu.

“Watch this,” I tell the others.
I bend down to a pool of alcohol on the floor and fire at an 

angle. The muzzle flash from my rifle sets fire to the spirits, and 
a light blue flame licks across the floor and up the walls. It makes 
a dry, sipping sound, like a Tuareg sucking the last drops of tea 
out of a glass.

The owner of the bar emerges from behind the counter and 
dances to safety across the fiery floor. As of this moment, Baba 
Bar is closed. Its wooden counter and wicker chairs will burn 
bright all afternoon.

The next bar on Toumani Avenue is Calypso. The cattle herd-
ers in my village love this place. On market days they come to 
Timbuktu, and if they succeed in selling a cow or two they come 
to Calypso afterward to tip forbidden liquids down their throats. 
Poor souls! If only Redbeard would come and preach in my vil-
lage, the herders would repent and join our cause, I know they 
would.

There are no forbidden liquids on the shelves, but there are 
posters of soccer players all over the walls. Samuel Eto’o, Yaya 
Touré, Didier Drogba. These too are idols. Redbeard says that all 
those who play or watch soccer will regret it in the afterlife. 
Spheres of granite the exact size of soccer balls will fall on their 
heads from a great height.

In the sandy yard behind the bar we find a tower of beer 
crates as high as a camel. Beside the beer crates is a deep hole.

“Nice day for burying beer!” I call.
A man and a boy stare up at us from the bottom of the hole. 
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They are holding spades and their T-shirts are damp with sweat.
“Beer is forbidden,” I tell them. “You are not supposed to hide 

it. You are supposed to destroy it.”
They climb up out of the hole and start to dismantle the 

tower of beer crates. They smash the bottles with their spades, 
and shovel the broken glass into the hole.

“Peace be upon you,” I say, when the job is done. “If another 
bottle of beer crosses the threshold of your house, you will both 
receive forty lashes.”

Our next stop is the famous La Détente nightclub. The name 
La Détente is famous nationwide; all of Mali’s best-known artists 
have played here.

Parked outside the club is a moto-taxi, a Chinese motorbike 
bolted to a three-wheeled trailer. A boy with long hair is sitting 
sideways on the saddle, smoking. When he sees us coming, he 
whips the cigarette out of his mouth and throws it on the 
ground.

“Got any more of those?” I ask him.
He shakes his head.
“Lighter?”
He hands it over.
“Cigarettes are haram, forbidden,” I say. “If I catch you smok-

ing again, I’ll have you whipped.”
We go into the club. There are chairs and tables all around, 

with empty wine bottles for candleholders. An old, gas-powered 
fridge stands in the corner. Black-and-white photos of musicians 
cover the walls.

Back in my herding days, I listened to music all the time. I 
walked behind my cows with my pocket radio pressed to my ear, 
my spirit soaring to the tunes of Ali Farka Touré, Salif Keita, and 
Kandia Kouyaté. My mind would stray, and my cows would 
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stray too, usually into someone’s millet field. Which meant that 
my father had to pay compensation to many farmers. Which 
meant he would beat me fiercely with a birch branch. Last year, 
when I first heard Redbeard preach about music, I realized 
straightaway how right he was. That same night I put my radio 
in my mother’s pounding pot and smashed it to a glinting grit.

Behind the bar I find a dog-eared sheet of paper—a list of 
names and telephone numbers of musicians who use the club. 
Troublemakers.

Jabir comes in and sniffs the air. “What’s that smell?” he asks.
“Dust.” Omar runs a fingertip across one of the tables. “And 

stale cigarette smoke.”
And oleander, I think. And milk.
I wander over to the stage. Like everything else, it is covered 

with thick dust, and like all dust, it tells a story. The rectangle of 
a balaphone, the circle of a djembe drum, a smattering of recent 
footprints. Three people were here not long ago, retrieving mu-
sical instruments. The balls of their feet have left clearer impres-
sions than the heels, which means they were in a hurry.

The only things remaining on the stage are five low stools 
belonging to the club. How many of my former idols, I wonder, 
have sat on those stools to weave their magic?

Former idols. The words stir me. Let the blood run hot in your 
arteries, boys, and rage against the idols. I take taxi boy’s lighter 
out of my pocket, flick it open, and light the candle on the table 
in front of me. In a waking dream, I move from table to table, 
lighting the other candles one by one.

“What are you doing?” asks Jabir.
“Closing down the club,” I say.
When all the candles are lit, I go over to the gas-powered 

fridge, disconnect the butane bottle, and drag it into the middle 
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of the floor. I can tell by the weight that the bottle is nearly full.
Omar is the first to realize what I am doing. “No,” he says, 

rushing over to me. “This is not like those other bars. This is La 
Détente.”

“Exactly. That’s why we have to make an example of it.”
“What’s going on?” asks Jabir.
“He’s going to puncture the cylinder,” says Omar. “The de-

pressurized butane liquid will vaporize into a massive, white gas 
cloud, which will then ignite on the candles.”

“You mean, it will explode?”
“Explode isn’t the word,” says Omar. “It will scatter pieces of 

La Détente across the whole Sahara.”
“I’ll do it,” says Hamza quickly, and we turn to look at him. 

“One bullet is all it will take.”
It is the first thing Hamza has said all afternoon.
“Wait for my order,” I tell him, heading toward the swinging 

doors at the back of the club. “I’ll check that there is no one out 
back.”

In the yard behind La Détente there are more tables, a broken 
amplifier, and a row of tall clay water jars. The oleander scent is 
stronger here.

“Peace be upon you, Kadija!” I call.
She comes out from behind the water jars, clasping a djembe 

drum in her arms. “And upon you,” she mutters.
“I saw your footprints inside, all three of you. Where are the 

others?”
A shame-faced, short-haired girl and skinny boy emerge from 

behind the water jars, with a kora and a ngoni in their hands.
“Musical instruments are forbidden,” I tell them. “They dis-

tract the mind and pollute the—get down!”
A single shot and telltale hiss of gas have alerted me. They are 
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followed by a bone-shaking explosion. There is heat and dust and 
hellish noise and the wall behind me collapses to the ground.

#
I am lying still, surrounded by rubble, ears ringing painfully. 
Kadija is right in front of me, her hair and face caked with dust. 
She’s alive, and still holding her drum. If she had been wearing 
a veil, she would have stayed clean as well. God knows best.

We lie looking at each other. Kadija says something to me, 
which I can’t make out. She gets up, wincing, and picks her way 
past me across the rubble, clasping the djembe awkwardly in 
front of her.

“Stop!” I shout. “Put that drum down!”
The roof of La Détente has collapsed, and two of its walls as 

well. Tables and candles and photos of idols are buried under 
tons of masonry. As of this moment, the club is closed.

The skinny boy and short-haired girl are also on their feet. 
They brush the debris off their clothes, pick up their haram in-
struments, and follow Kadija down a narrow alleyway along the 
west side of the building, where the wall of the club is still intact.

“Omar!” I yell. “West side, Omar!”
I stand my crutches upright on the ground, pull myself to  

my feet, and propel myself as fast as I can along the alleyway.  
The engine of a motorbike sputters alive, and I realize that the  
moto-taxi we ignored outside is in fact a getaway vehicle.

God be praised, when I reach the street the taxi is still there. 
The instruments are piled up in the trailer and the miscreants are 
standing with their hands above their heads, staring down the 
barrels of three AK-47s. Poor kids.

“Are you all right?” Hamza asks me, and there is a strange 
half smile on his face.

“Of course I’m not!” I shout. “I told you to wait for my order! 
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You could have killed me!”
Hamza gazes back at me with empty eyes. That’s it, I realize. 

That’s exactly what he wanted to do.
The girl with the short hair is furious too. “Look at it!” she 

says, pointing with her chin at the ruins of La Détente. “Look 
what you have done!”

“I know,” says Hamza. “I don’t think Salif Keita will be play-
ing here tonight, do you?”

I swing myself over to the moto-taxi, take out the instru-
ments, and throw them on the ground.

Kadi’s lower lip is trembling. “Leave those alone,” she says in 
a small voice. ‘They’re the only ones we’ve got.”

I stand over the kora and raise one of my crutches high into 
the air.

“Saabe Allah,” whispers Kadi. For God’s sake. She is pleading 
with me in our mother tongue, and there is no longer any trace 
of sarcasm in her voice.

“This is for God’s sake,” I tell her. “One day you will under-
stand.”

I bring down my crutch as hard as I can onto the kora. The 
bowl-shaped body breaks into three pieces and the goatskin splits 
from side to side.

The short-haired girl emits a howl of pain. ‘That’s mine!” she 
screams. “What are you doing?”

“The will of God,” I answer, swinging the crutch a second 
time. This time the notched bridge caves in and the rosewood neck 
snaps in two. Strings fly apart with twangs of tortured dissonance.

Kadi’s friend throws herself at me, hammering my chest with 
her fists, and reaching up to scratch my face. The skinny boy 
jumps forward and pulls her off me. 

“Aisha, no,” he says.
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I pick up the four-stringed ngoni. “Is this yours?” I ask the boy.
He nods.
“Smash it yourself,” I tell him.
His knees are shaking as he takes his precious instrument and 

dashes it against the ground. The neat, canoe-shaped body cracks 
in half and the rosewood handle snaps.

“Nyammu inna maa,” mutters Kadi, in a peculiar throaty voice.
I ignore the insult and turn my attention to the djembe drum. 

Projecting all my love for God into a fierce, hard ball in my right 
hand, I punch down onto, and through, the tight skin of the 
djembe. Then I use the fuel line from the engine of the moto-taxi 
to spray the broken instruments with gasoline.

The skinny boy is staring dull-eyed at the broken instru-
ments. The girls are sobbing.

I take the taxi boy’s lighter from my pocket, flick it open, and 
hold the flame in the air. Symbols are important, Redbeard likes 
to say. When we deal with stubborn, godless people, we must 
make our point in a way they will never forget.

“Do not listen to music, for it intoxicates the heart and weakens 
the body,” I quote. “The Prophet, peace be upon him, warned his 
followers of a day when parts of the Muslim community would pro-
claim fornication and the playing of musical instruments legal. Not 
so in Timbuktu!”

I bend down to torch the instruments, and grateful flames 
leap up toward the sky.

When the fire is blazing well, I notice a stray kora string and 
two small metal rivets lying on the sand. 

“Keep these as a souvenir,” I tell the short-haired girl, hand-
ing them to her. “God does not want your music. He wants your 
heart.”

#
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That night, Redbeard visits the Djinguereber Mosque. He says 
he wants our platoon to go with him as bodyguards. He too is 
calling us the Ninjas. When the Tuaregs called us that, I got 
annoyed, but from Redbeard it’s all right.

“Kok, kok!” calls Redbeard when we arrive in the sandy court-
yard of the mosque. “Anybody here?”

Imam Karim emerges from his mosque and glares at us with 
undisguised loathing. “What do you want, Ould Hamaha?” he 
says.

“Peace be upon you too,” says Redbeard. “I have come to ask 
you for a favor. My men and I would like to use your mosque for 
Friday prayers.”

The imam shakes his head. “Out of the question. There is no 
room.”

Redbeard’s eyes darken. “Of course,” he says. “I had forgot-
ten. I hear that on certain days your mosque can be quite a 
crush.”

Did he just say that? Did my master really just say that? I 
close my eyes and I am back there in an instant: the dust, the 
noise, the screams, the pressure on my ribs, the fight to breathe. 
That poor young garibou in front of me, big eyed, blue lipped: 
Wallam. Help me.

I open my eyes and see the old imam clutching his heart and 
struggling for breath himself. “How dare you?” he gasps. “How 
dare you?” He stands there with watering eyes and quivering 
jowls, and then—I have seen many strange things, but none so 
strange as this—he gets down on his knees and spreads himself 
prostrate on the sand.

It is Redbeard’s turn to be shocked, but he disguises his confu-
sion with a laugh. “What are you doing?” he says. “Are you sick?”

“God be praised, I am not sick,” replies the imam. “Bogga!” 
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he calls. “Bring me cool water.”
A mosque steward hurries to a clay pot on the edge of the 

courtyard and fills a large goblet with water. He offers it to the 
imam, who shakes his head.

“Pour it on my head,” says Imam Karim.
The steward hesitates.
“Do it,” says the imam quietly.
The cold water splashes over the old man’s beard and down 

his neck, making him gasp and shiver.
“You’ve gone mad,” says Redbeard. “Either that or you are 

possessed by a djinni.”
The imam turns his face to the ground and starts to chant in 

Arabic. “O son! Seek refuge from anger in God. When you get angry, 
lie down! If necessary, pour cold water on yourself.”

“Shameful,” mutters Redbeard. “I would not pray in this 
mosque if you begged me to, not for all the salt in the Sahara.”

Redbeard turns and stalks out into the street. With heavy 
hearts, we Ninjas follow him. We leave the ancient imam lying 
soggy and victorious in the middle of the courtyard of his 
mosque.

#
I patrol Askia all through the night, hobbling up and down the 
empty street. Each time I pass the Djinguereber Mosque I think 
of the sodden imam on the sand, and each time I pass Kadi’s 
house I hear the sound of weeping from the roof.

When midnight comes I wash my ears and feet and do 
Tahajjud, the optional midnight prayer.

I pray in my own words, as Redbeard taught me to. I pray that 
God will forgive Redbeard for his rash words in the mosque, and 
that He will stop Kadi feeling sad. He can do that, I know He can. 
He can show her that she is better off without her instruments.
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#
On my way back to camp the next morning, Redbeard’s 

Land Cruiser stops and picks me up. I hop into the trailer to join 
my friends.

“Where are we going?” I ask.
“Airport,” says Jabir. “We are visiting Chief Litni.”
It’s a real squash in the trailer this morning, because a huge 

machine gun has been mounted in the middle.
“Gift from Libya,” Omar explains. “We’ve got eleven of these 

things, enough for all the trucks.”
“Does anyone know how to fire it?”
“Only Redbeard. He’s going to teach us when he has the time.”
When we arrive at the airport, we see the flag of Azawad 

flying from the roof: a complex design of green, red, yellow, 
white, and black.

The chief is sitting in the parking lot, surrounded by advisors. 
They are reclining on wicker chairs, and three of them have tea-
pots bubbling at their feet.

“Peace be upon you, Litni,” says Redbeard, getting out of the car.
Chief Litni reaches forward, lifts the lid of his teapot, and 

adds six cubes of sugar to his brew. Only then does he acknowl-
edge Redbeard’s presence. 

“And you,” he mutters.
“I got the shopping list you sent me,” says Redbeard. “Hand-

gun rounds, machine gun cartridges, mortars, rockets. It seems 
you are out of almost everything.”

Litni takes a cigarette from his pocket and lights up. “As you 
know, we have fought hard.”

“And you really have nothing left?”
“A few handgun rounds,” says Litni.
“What about fuel for the vehicles?”
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“No problem. Fuel is the one thing we do have.”
“Excellent,” beams Redbeard. “In that case, you and your 

men will leave Timbuktu this afternoon.”
Chief Litni takes two small tea glasses from a silver tray at his 

feet and rinses them out. When at last he speaks, his voice is tense.
“We like Timbuktu,” he says. ‘The streets are clean. The girls 

are pretty. The tea and sugar are free. We intend to remain here 
for a very long time.”

Redbeard, still smiling, shakes his head. ‘You will leave by 
sunset.”

The Tuareg chief leaps to his feet. “Who took Timbuktu? 
Who took the military camp, the radio station, and the airport? 
One hundred and fifty Tuareg freedom fighters, that’s who, and 
only ten of your men!”

“We funded your godless group because you were useful,” 
says Redbeard. “You are useful no longer.”

“Then we will fight you,” snarls Litni.
“With no ammunition,” shoots back Redbeard. “I look for-

ward to that.”
Litni’s jaw clenches under his turban. Hatred smolders in his 

eyes. “We Tuareg have a proverb,” he snarls. “When you drive out 
a mouse, be sure to cover all its holes. I will come back with many 
men, Ould Hamaha. More men than you can imagine.”

“Men don’t win wars,” says Redbeard. “Money does. Our 
mission has many rich backers in Saudi Arabia, and not one of 
them cares a fennec fart for Azawad. Farewell, Litni.” 

He walks back to the vehicle and climbs in.
Sitting next to me in the tray, Jabir pulls a fold of his turban 

up over his mouth. His shoulders are shaking, he’s trying so hard 
not to laugh.

Redbeard starts to drive away, then stops and winds down the 
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window. “One more thing, Litni!” he shouts, pointing up at the 
roof of the airport. “When you get back to your sand dune, tell 
your wife to redesign the Azawad flag. Tell her it’s an eyesore. 
Too many colors by half.”
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Manuscript 2,746

One day, Imam Malik was asked forty-eight questions about God.
He answered thirty-two of those questions with the words “I 

don’t know.”
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